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Country ls\..The Portrayal of Southern Culture in Country Music
(Under the direction of Ted Ownby)
This thesis explores the Image of the South and Its culture that Is presented to
the public through country music, primarily contemporary, popular country music.
The lyrics of several songs were analyzed to determine how they represent the
South and its people. Songs were chosen based on their message, with a great
deal of consideration being given to the popularity of each song. The thesis
argues that country music presents a more positive South than most other media
interpretations of the culture. That portrayal is quite complex, with often
contradictory Ideas being contained within the various songs. As a whole, the
genre depicts Southern culture as a very widely varied one, but usually with a
positive tone.
‘Country Is” is a song performed by country artist Tom T. Hall.
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Song of the South^”a
Chapter One: The Development of
Country Music from its Beginnings
Country music, though it arose from the mixing of European and other
forms of music, finds its roots firmly in the Southern part of the United States. As
a result, even though modem popular country music has strayed far from these
roots, with ideas and performers coming from across the nation and occasionally
from around the world, many people continue to strongly associate country music
with the South. As Bill Malone writes In his book. Country Music, U.S.A, “It was
Introduced to the world as a Southern phenomenon, and in the sixty years or
more since it was first commercialized It has preserved, to a remarkable degree,
the marks of that origin” (Malone, Country 1). Whether a specific performer is
Southern or a specific song deals with Southern culture, most people consider
country music as a whole to be Southern music which deals primarily with the
culture of the South. People who have no personal experience with or ties to the
^ “Song of the South” is a song recorded by the country group Alabama.
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South hear country music and the themes which dominate it, and develop ideas
about the South. With both a national and global audience, country music and
other media associated with it greatly affect how people both Inside and outside
the South understand the region and some of its people, primarily the poor to
lower middle class white Southerners depicted in many of the songs. Listeners’
notions about the South also affect how they hear country music. As historian Bill
Malone writes, “the presumed Southernness of [country] music would also affect
public attitudes toward it for years to come. Both the negative and positive
images which clung to Southern rural life would always affect public perceptions
of country music” (Malone, Country 29). Because of the influence country music
has on the image people have of the South, it is important to understand the
Ideas about the region presented by the music, as well as how modem popular
country music developed from the music of the rural South Into a global
commercial success. This chapter borrows quite heavily from Malone’s Country
Music, U.S.A. to provide a short history of the development of country music. The
rest of this paper will examine the picture of the South that is presented in recent
popular country music and explore how country music might affect a listener’s
perceptions of the South.
Country music derived from Anglo-Celtic forms and styles which were
brought over by those who immigrated to the New World in its very earliest time.
As the nation formed and changed, so did the music, with the European music
and lyrics blending with African, African-American, and other kinds of music to
form a unique type of music mostly rural and noncommercial, though not entirely,
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played mostly by white men and dealing mostly with rural themes. Social
Interaction between racial and ethic groups lent many different cultural
characteristics to the people and their music. This music became known as
hillbilly music, for lack of a better term, though it was not only hill people who
played or heard this music. In fact, because familiarity was so important to
Southern people and because they were so resistant to changes in that culture,
“hillbilly” music was played and heard by people all over the South. “Regardless
of where they lived, in mountains or flatlands, the common people of the South
shared a passionate commitment to music. Furthermore, since they shared
similar cultural traditions, they preserved the same songs and styles” (Malone,
Country 3).
While these rural communities preserved traditional songs and styles, the
music did not stagnate because none of the communities were completely
isolated from the rest of the world. There were always sources of new Information
and trends which had their effect on the culture, and thus the music, of the
people. One of those sources were circuit rider ministers who traveled from
community to community preaching the gospel and bringing with them news and
information about the world outside of the community. Another source of
knowledge of the outside world and the music of that world was the business
person traveling through the area, whether it was  a singing-school teacher
setting up classes for a while, a peddler selling his wares to people who had little
access to manufactured goods, or a shop keeper’s employee out taking orders.
All of these people had access to other culture than that of the rural community
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and helped to share some of that culture with the people who were otherwise
isolated from it, but probably no form of contact had more influence over the
development of country music than the traveling show or medicine wagon. These
were forms of entertainment that traveled from town to town, bringing with them
musical forms and entertainers not only from other rural sources, but from cities
as well. Malone argues that they also sometimes afforded rural musicians a
Not only were songs Introduced to ruralcommercial venue for their art.
American in this manner, but the medicine shows also provided an early
commercial outlet for country musicians who were often employed by the
traveling shows” (Malone, Country 6). The triple benefit of new songs, new
styles, and performing experience would aid performers as hillbilly music grew
Increasingly Into a commercial entity. Rural people also gained information and
contact with the cities not by having It brought to them, but by traveling or moving
to the city. Whether drawn by the promise of work or by a faster paced life, the
people were then and are now attracted to the idea of a different life offered by
the city. Though many rural people feared urban life and its possible threats to
their virtue, the city offered opportunities which often outweighed its dangers.
Those who went to the city and returned home took with them the music they had
experienced there, which got altered and incorporated into the hillbilly style of
music.
While outside culture exerted Its own kind of influence In its development,
that influence pales in comparison with the kind of effect Southern religious life
had on country music. The Great Revival In the early 1800’s not only converted
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the South into a largely Protestant evangelical area, but It also affected the music
of the South. In an effort to provide good music that was not secular, revival
leaders used familiar words in combination with popular music. “Their [camp
meeting songs] theology and their structure have endured as part of the fabric of
Southern religious music and country music. Simple, singable melodies and song
texts characterized by choruses, refrains, and repetitive phrases have always
been obvious characteristics of country music” (Malone, Country 11). These
characteristics of Southern religious music have endured in country music,
lasting even into modern popular country music. Some themes even carried over
from religious music to hillbilly music, such as songs which depicted the Christian
virtue of rural life as opposed to city life, memory of mother and family, and the
importance of home.
Though religious music held great sway over country music, religion was
not an all-powerful force on country music. The South has always been an
Interesting mix of religious adherence and a somewhat less virtuous way of life.
“The rural South’s reputation as the home of both corn whiskey and Prohibition,
and the land of hell-raising good old boys and God-fearing fundamentalists, is
reflected in the music of the region” (Malone, Country 17). Religion and the
sacred may have been a strong Influence in the lives of many, but hard-living,
rough, rural people had Influence as well. The fiddle, which many saw as an evil
instrument of the Devil, and Its strong presence in country music instrumentation,
is evidence of the effect more secular lives had on country music. This
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combination of sacred and profane influences made the difference between
Southern gospel music and country music.
During this early period in the development of country music, the music
spread primarily through performances, either in such traveling shows as the
medicine wagons, community gatherings, or home parties. It was not until World
War I, when radios began to spread across the United States, that country music
truly embarked on its journey to become a nationally recognized form of music.
As Malone writes, “The development of Southern radio broadcasting was
important In the discovery, refinement, modification, and eventual standardization
of Southern country music” (Malone, Country 32). Mostly broadcasting live
performances, radio became a way for musicians to spread their art to an
audience wider than their rural communities. Station officials realized the
popularity of country music programs and began to capitalize on this popularity
through the creation of radio barn dance programs. One of the first of these
programs was broadcast over WBAP in Fort Worth, Texas. This first barn dance
was only an hour and a half of hillbilly music which resulted In such a powerful
audience response that the station was prompted to hold subsequent barn
dances on an Irregular basis. The popularity of these barn dances led to the
eventual establishment of a regular Friday night program. The National Barn
Dance on WLS in Chicago and the Grand Ole Opry on WSM in Nashville
became the most popular and widely heard barn dances. “The barn dances had
demonstrated that country music could sell...the popularity of the Grand Ole
Opry and other barn dance shows presaged country music’s coming commercial
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success—and its incorporation into the American popular culture mainstream”
(Malone, Country 75). These programs were growing, and country music was
growing right along with them.
In spite of the popularity of these barn dances, the city tastes of people in
the record industry and declining record sales worked against the recording of
country musicians. Very few rural white musicians recorded their music until
Ralph Peer ventured into the South in search of recording artists, though he was
searching mostly for African American musicians. Encouraged to listen to the
music of Fiddlin’ John Carson, Peer was convinced that country music could be a
commercially viable form of music. Carson became “the first Southern white folk
musician to have his songs recorded and marketed on a commercial basis, [and]
the hillbilly music industry began its real existence” (Malone, Country 38). Peer
and others began recording Increasing numbers of country musicians. Though
most musicians were not able to support them-selves through their music and
held down other jobs as well, country music was becoming a successful
commercial pursuit. It would be many years before musicians would enjoy the
kind of economic success experienced by country performers today, but it would
not be long before country music could be the only career of some talented
performers.
In the early 1900s, just before the Depression, there was no real uniform
definition of country music. Style, instrumentals, and vocalization varied widely
from performer to performer. Radio also became important in this respect
because it eventually led to the standardization of the music as the country music
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industry began to focus in on what consumers and listeners preferred and
increasingly came to demand those characteristics from performers, sacrificing
traditional aspects of folk music in favor of a style which could be more uniformly
commercially successful. The music of the rural white folk had to be
homogenized somewhat to make It appealing to the national audience which
would support a growing industry. This would not happen, however, until farther
along the timeline of country music. During the 1920s, “the radio and recording
entrepreneurs definitely contributed to the shape and tone of the hillbilly bands by
suggesting band names, style of costumes, and repertory. The business men
sensed the public fascination with rustic types...and consequently urged such
images upon the musicians,” (Malone, Country 51) some of whom considered
themselves hillbillies and were accepting of the industries demands, while others
were less inclined to promote themselves in that way and resented the effect
those demands placed on their art. Regardless of how it was received, though,
the 1920s already saw the direct involvement of businessmen In the
development of commercial, popular country music.
During the early days of country music, individual singers did not claim the
stardom familiar to many country singers today. Groups of musicians, the people
who played the instruments, were the Important members of country groups
during the early days. For those who were individual performers, it was their
playing of Instruments, rather than their singing, which drew fans. Indeed, some
of the early musicians lacked real vocal talents, but their proficiency with their
instrument won them respect and listeners. For those who could sing, the ability
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was merely an added component to go along with their playing. Jimmie Rodgers,
from Meridian, Mississippi, also known as the “Singing Brakeman,” was the first
real singing star of country music. Rodgers had a rough life growing up, the sort
of life that enabled him to understand the country themes which he sang better
than most. He was a rambling railroad man, and this gave him an added allure
for fans who were fascinated with the hard-living, rambling ways depicted in
many country songs as his singing of these themes was more believable
because of the life he had led. Rodgers’ ability to yodel, a talent respected and
appreciated in country music of the 1920s and 1930s, which he incorporated into
some of his songs, helped to make him famous, though the songs in which he
performed his “blue yodel” have not had the longevity of his ballads. This yodel
was called the blue yodel because “In its structure the song resembled the typical
blues form, but at the conclusion of the third line, Rodgers lifted his voice to a
higher octave and uttered the blue yodel that made him the most famous hillbilly
star in history” (Malone, Country 81). The blues had great Influence on country
music In general, but Rodgers pioneered this particular blending of blues and
hillbilly singing. His blue yodels were tremendously popular during his lifetime,
and his fame and talents, for both yodeling and singing, made him one of the
most influential country music singers In the history of country music.
During the Great Depression, when so much of the nation’s economy
ground to a halt and so few people had money to spend on so few extra items. It
is interesting that country music survived and grew. The record companies
reorganized, stopping the recordings of less successful performers and buying or
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establishing cheaper companies to produce their country and race records.
Country music recordings were still considered financially viable, and even
profitable, because they were so cheap to produce, thanks in part to the new
cheaper recording companies established just for country recordings, that
companies were still able to make money In spite of lowered sales. The
popularity of the barn dance radio programs also grew during the Depression.
The Grand Ole Opry spread beyond its area in Tennessee, aided by a half hour
time slot on NBC, which allowed listeners well beyond the Opry^s range to hear
the program. The National Barn Dance also gained in popularity during the
Depression, as did smaller, more local bam dance programs,
extremely cheap form of entertainment in an era before television, and in a time
when money was extremely scarce, radio was a way to ease the stress and
exhaustion of struggling people.
Country music during the Depression began to sound more like the
country music familiar to listeners today, though it was still a very different music.
The blues remained a popular influence on country music, and the themes of
drinking, drugs, sex, and male prowess and aggression that were common to the
blues, and that remain common ideas In country music, began to appear more
frequently in country music. The electrification of the steel guitar also made
country music Into a more familiar to listeners today than earlier country music.
The steel guitar would come to be a dominant instrument In country music. This
defining component of the music was just emerging as a commonly used
instrument during the 1930s as electrification and Innovative playing methods
Radio was an
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made the steel guitar a more practical instrument. Also contributing to the
evolution of country music was the realization that women and children made up
a  large part of the country music audience. This caused industry leaders to
encourage a softening of country music. The genre “became smoother and more
polished, with much of Its wild tangy backwoods flavor removed” (Malone,
Country 6).
Executives also began to search for and encourage more female
entertainers and women became a more visible part of country music, though
most remained dependent on groups or either men or other women for their
musical identities. A few began to establish themselves apart from their groups or
entered the business as individuals, but “women still found It difficult to go before
the public without at least giving the impression that they were related, by blood
or marriage, to the musicians with whom they performed” (Malone, Country 119).
Continuing ideas that the proper place for women was in the home, or at least
not In country music, would prevent women from truly being able to be successful
individual performers for several more years.
During the Depression, great changes came to country music. One was
the shift from a focus on the band and their music to the vocalist or individual
Instrumentalists. The change from a genre for bands to one In which Individuals
could gain and maintain popularity and success was well on Its way. Individual
stardom for country singers was becoming increasingly common, and before long
the importance of the band would greatly diminish In the face of the rising
popularity of individuals. The music also shifted geographically, with popularity of
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musicians in the Southeast decreasing and those in the Southwest, along with
their styles and Instruments, were increasing in popularity. ‘The newer
performers were more influenced by ‘western styles’, that Is, by cowboy
songs...and by the eclectic, ‘hot dance’ music that evolved in southwestern
dance halls” (Malone, Country 93). Even though Nashville, Tennessee became
the heart of country music, the influence of the Southwest would never disappear
from country music. Cowboy songs, or at least some version of them, reappear
periodically for decades to come, and dance tunes would occasionally take the
entire nation by storm. While these ideas and styles may have modernized as
time progressed, cowboy music and dance hall songs remain even today
common presences In country music. The cowboy may be a trucker or in some
other occupation, and the dance songs may have changed drastically from those
of the Depression-era Southwest, but they are still present In country music.
The romantic appeal of the cowboy made cowboy music, clothing, and
other western themes Increasingly common in country music. Many people
consider Louisiana, Oklahoma, and Texas Southern states, though they were
very different from the Southeastern states. More ethnic influences, the
prevalence of ranch life as opposed to farm life, and the romance of the cowboy
combined to make western music different from the music of the Southeastern
people, who lived a different kind of life. One of the most lasting and powerful
influences of the popularity of western music was the clothing and personalities
of the western singer. During the 1930s, increasing numbers of musicians
associated themselves with the western tradition by dressing in cowboy clothes
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and by assuming titles which called to mind cowboys and the west. Even
musicians who had no legitimate claim to these themes adopted them because
of their huge popularity and commercial success. Western movies, which often
featured singing cowboys as their heroes, also furthered the association of
country music and the cowboy persona. Men like Gene Autry, Roy Rogers, and
Rex Allen took their singing to Hollywood, giving country music a new outlet on
the silver screen. They also gained popularity for themselves as they spread
country music to a larger audience at the same time that they meshed the ideas
of hillbilly country music and western music together In the minds of Americans.
The Integration of country music and Hollywood also led to another familiar
tradition in country music: the Nudie suit. Nudle the Tailor, who was based In Los
Angeles, crafted “the brightly colored, bespangled and sequined uniforms”
(Malone, Country 145) favored by so many country artists. Gene Autry was the
first to wear these tailored, flashy versions of cowboy attire, and their popularity
spread to the point that success could be determined by ownership of a Nudie
suit. Even for those who did not wear Nudie suits, “most country
performers...adopted cowboy regalia—usually of the gaudy, dude cowboy
variety” (Malone, Country 145). Perhaps the most Important effect of the
Influence of western music was the replacement of the offensive term ‘hillbilly’
with the romantic term ‘western’ which carried much more positive connotations.
“’Western’ became a rival and often preferred term to ‘hillbilly’ as a proper
appellation for country music” (Malone, Country 151), a term that has remained
associated with country music. Western music and cowboy culture had made its
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mark on the country music industry, and to this day western influence can be
recognized in the music and clothing of many popular country artists. Though,
according to Malone, “except for the fabric of usable symbols...the cowboy
contributed nothing to American music” (Malone, Country 152) and his music
was only a modified version of Southern rural music already being sung as
country music, the popularity of the west nevertheless contributed to the
development of country music.
One of the most enduring aspects of western music, aside from the
fascination with cowboy costuming, was the honky-tonk and the music it inspired.
These establishments, often on county lines to draw customers from both wet
and dry counties, were neon-light bedecked clubs, usually with a dance floor,
designed to draw people to drink, but also to socialize and dance and were called
honky-tonks by the plain people who patronized them. The jukebox made it
possible for patrons to choose their own music and for honky-tonks to have
music without always having a live band on stage. The popularity of honky-tonks
altered country music. In the words of Malone “When country music entered the
honky-tonk, it had to change, both in lyrics and in style. The older pastoral or
down-home emphasis of the music could not survive” (Malone, Country 154) and
songs began to comment frequently on “family fragility, the insecurities of love,
marriage dissolution, drinking, and having a good time” (Malone, Country 154).
From this emergence of the honky-tonk as a source of country music, these
establishments remain Important to the Industry. Countless musicians have
gained experience and exposure traveling from honky-tonk to honky-tonk singing
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to the crowds and developing their music. For those who eventually made it in
the industry, the experience they gained in these venues helped to prepare them
for the stage, often giving them the exposure needed to get there as well. The
changes that came about as a direct result of the influence of western music and
the honky-tonk, country music was well on Its way to becoming a nationally
accepted commercial success.
World War II, as it liberated much of America’s rural population, increased
movement to urban areas from rural areas, allowed different cultures with
American to intermingle with each other, and helped eliminate some regional
difference, also did much of the same for country music. Evidence of the growing
national popularity of country music came in many forms, including recognition as
a legitimate popular form of music by Billboard magazine in 1942. Entertainers
began to find increasing success In appearances, evidenced in larger crowds
and bigger box-office profits. These performances even moved from small
venues such as gymnasiums and schools to larger public arenas which held
much larger capacity crowds. Like recordings during the Depression, these
performances required little initial investments and, as a result, turned substantial
profits. The Grand Ole Opry continued on its journey to being the most important
and influential barn dance program in the United States as it gained network
coverage and national recognition. During the war years, too, Roy Acuff moved
to the program, a move that would do much to benefit both the career of Acuff
and the popularity of the program. The two names became so closely associated
in American minds that they were almost synonymous. Acuff and the Opry
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became such symbols of American culture that “upon attacking a Marine
position, a Japanese banzai charge used a battle cry which it thought would be
the ultimate in insults: To hell with Roosevelt; to hell with Babe Ruth; to hell with
Roy Acuff!’” (Malone, Country 193). Clearly, country music was on Its way to
becoming a national entity with international recognition. Patriotic country songs
also gained popularity during the war years, with the popularity of cowboy songs
decreasing significantly; Nudie suits and cowboy regalia remained, however. The
people in the service also did a great deal to popularize country music nationally
as they Introduced people from all over the nation and the world to country
music, causing the “music industry as a whole [to] take note of country music’s
great gains during the early forties” (Malone, Country 197). Country music was
garnering attention not only from Southern people, but from the rest of the nation
and the entire music industry as well.
In the years after World War II, country music continued on its course to
become the modern phenomenon that it is today. Country music continued to
evolve and change, becoming increasingly popular in style. As Malone writes:
Nashville does not own country music, even though it
shapes public perceptions of what that music is. It is a terrible
condescension, however, for critics to dismiss out of hand the
music that emanates from Nashville studios or the Top Forty
format. That music is not simply the product of a handful of
musicians and producers. It is sustained by millions of
listeners...the hosts of fans...who faithfully attend Nashville’s Fan
Fair each June, find something to listen to In contemporary country
music that many of us reject or simply cannot hear. On the other
hand, a big wide world of country music exists outside of Nashville
that any listeners never experience (Counfry 463).
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Traditionalists lamented the loss of the hard country sounds of some of the
earlier musicians and the music changed more and more to accommodate the
tastes of an Increasingly national audience in order to ensure its commercial
success; though the harder sounds of country music do enjoy periodic revivals in
today’s industry they cannot maintain the popularity of the more mainstream
country music. In response to the popularization and standardization of country
music, some artists have developed subcategories of country music that adhere
more closely to its traditional roots. From bluegrass to alternative country, these
subcategories have gained their own audiences, popularity, and moderate
commercial success, but they cannot rival the popularity and success of modern
country music with is pop influences. In order to spread country music to a wide
national and international audience, it seems that it is necessary, at least to some
degree, to make attempts to appeal to a national audience rather than just the
rural Southern audience which originally generated it.
The most marked change In country music is found in the sound, which
has become Increasingly mainstream. There are those periodical resurgences of
a more traditional sound, but most of the more popular songs are noticeably
more similar to mainstream music. The subject matter of country music, though,
has not changed drastically. The largest difference between older country music
and the country music of today is the treatment of the same subject matter. As
society has become increasingly open and liberal about issues, country music
has gradually come to discuss them more frankly and openly as well. A few years
ago, country songs might have contained veiled references to things such as
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alcoholism, infidelity, and other controversial issues. Today, because society has
become more willing to discuss and acknowledge these issues, country music
can do so as well. Country music reflects both Southern and American society
and responds to social issues and constructs of both cultures. In other words.
country music adapts to socially acceptable ways of confronting issues, but the
issues which it confronts have largely remained stable throughout the
development of the music.
Personal appearances continued to Increase in financial success and
have remained one of the most profitable means for modem musicians.
Technological improvements in music players, album production, and other areas
have also spread country music as it becomes increasingly accessible to fans
nation- and worldwide. The evolution of television, the addition of stations
devoted entirely to country music and movies which utilize country stars to sing
and act, along with the growing popularity of personal audio devices such as mp3
players, compact disc players, and battery-operated radios, as well as Increasing
internet availability of music have continued the spread of country music to
anyone who is Interested. Music is ever more accessible and portable, and
country music has not been left out of the technological revolution. Country music
has turned Into a huge commercial success and today’s entertainers, often both
beautiful and talented, continue to spread its success and they are able to draw
increasingly large audiences. Women have especially benefited from the
Increase of venues for being seen as well as heard; with beauty and sex appeal
to supplement their talent, they are now able to establish themselves as
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individual performers with no need to be associated with a group or a man. Men,
however, have also benefited from visual media; physical attractiveness has
become important to becoming a star as well as serving as a means to attract a
wider audience than the music alone might be able to. Traditionalists might argue
that the sacrificing of distinctiveness and tradition are not worth the success
country music has enjoyed, but those sacrifices have allowed the music to
endure and expand in a way that might otherwise have threatened the music’s
longevity.
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3?jaWhere the Green Grass Grows
Chapter Two: The Importance of
THE Home in Country Music
One of the most common ways many country songs touch their listeners is
by evoking feelings of home, though for many listeners outside of the South the
emotional response is more related to their own experiences across the nation
rather than in the South. As writes in Don’t Get Above Your Raisin’, "although
commercial country music addresses longings that are universal...the music was
born in the rural South" (Malone, Don’t 14-15). So, though country music has
developed a national and international presence, the "home” of country music is
located by the listener, if not the music itself, in the South. The geographical
location is less significant than the sense of home presented In the song. What is
important is the nostalgia felt by the listener,  a longing for simpler times and
^ “Where the Green Grass Grows” is a song recorded by country star Tim McGraw.
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happier memories, memories usually associated in some way with feeling at
home. In Don’t Get Above Your Raisin’, Malone partially describes the home of
country music and helps to explain why It has remained such a prominent Idea In
the music:
The home celebrated In country music has most often been
enshrined as a rural or working-class abode set somewhere In the
South. Such songs are more than simple yearnings for lost
innocence. They also suggest that the system of moral values that
surrounded that home still have relevance today even if the society
that nourished them has crumbled. Since the 1920s the vision of a
clean, decent, and wholesome entertainment form that drew its
Inspiration from the traditional rural-derived values of home and
family has been central to country music entertainers as a unifying
touchstone, but it is also appealing to a large audience because
such themes seem to be consonant with the way Americans view
themselves and their past {Don’t 54).
In today’s world, with people moving constantly and often feeling disconnected,
that sense of comfort offers vast appeal. Still, it Is important to remember that
even though the home the listener relates to may or may not be a Southern one,
“neither the existence of Japanese bluegrass bands and German rockabillies nor
the remarkable popularity around the world...should obscure the fact that country
music and Southernness have long been linked in the consciousness of most
Americans'^’’ (Malone, Don’t 15). In other words, because of its situation within a
country song, the home Impacts the listener’s perception of the South
irrespective of the physical location of the singer or the listener.
In her book High Lonesome: The American Culture of Country Music.
Cecelia Tichi addresses the image of home that is discussed in country music
Malone writes in the notes to Don’t Get Above Your Raisin’ “Foreign observers, too, tend to associate
either cowboys or Southern scenes with American country music.. .the leading Japanese scholar of country
music does not hesitate to equate country music with the South,” (Malone 264)
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and its relation to the South and the nation “These songs are set in the South,
but the cultural record of the nation suggests that their ideas of home are virtually
identical with ‘home’ images...throughout the United States’’ (Tichl 22). Tichi
argues that home Is an Idea that runs through literature, visual arts, and other
media nationwide. Home Is a national fascination, which perhaps helps to explain
the appeal of these home songs of country music. It is not the idealized version
of the South that draws so many people to the music. Rather, the ideas of the
South lead them to remember or imagine their own home and feel comforted and
calmed and at peace with the world. Listeners are allowed for just a moment, by
way of the singers’ words about their beloved Southern home, to feel that they,
too, have been taken home again.
Home songs can actually encompass a variety of topics within the broader
theme. Leaving to pursue a better life far from home, only to discover on the
journey that home really can be the better life, appears as a very common
situation in these songs. Songs expressing ideas about family values, idyllic
hometowns, powerful presence of nature in a home setting, enduring traditions,
and the strong importance of family are just a few of the topics that can show up
in these songs. These topics can manifest themselves in a variety of ways, from
longing and sadness because of an inability to be home, to joy at returning home,
to simple appreciation of the home. Some of these songs deal only with the
pleasant aspects of home, glossing over or ignoring entirely problems at home or
in the hometown, while others deal openly with the problems but profess a love
and appreciation for the home in spite of Its problems.
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Countless songs discuss home as an ideal place to be, a place where
everything just seems better or more right because it is home. Buddy Jewell’s
song “Sweet Southern Comfort,” (2003) focuses on the South and all that the
artist feels about the region, especially his hometown. In this case, the song is
very much located geographically in the South, but presents the idea that the
South and the feelings of home that are associated with it in the song, can be
found wherever the listener happens to be. The words “Misty sunrise in my
hometown, / Rows of cotton, ‘bout knee high, / Mrs. Baker down the dirt road, /
Still got clothes out on the line,” which open the song, show an attachment to the
past and the things that evoke that past, such as the cotton growing in the fields,
the dirt roads, and hanging clothes out on a line to dry, which suggests a time
before electric dryers. Many young people today who might be listening to this
song have no recollection of dirt roads and clotheslines, but the songs presents
these things as part of this simply, idyllic lifestyle that seems such a pleasant
contrast to the fast-paced modern world. The misty sunrise sets the scene.
Sunrise Is one of the most beautiful times of the day, and a mist surrounding
everything would soften images and make everything seem even more beautiful,
almost fairy-tale-like. One of the best things about the South is the beauty of
nature that has somehow managed, for the most part, to avoid being ruined by
man. Tichl writes “this legacy of American thought appears in country music’s
insistence that home is more than a locale and site of family and friends—Is
actually the essence of the natural world” (Tichl 25). Some areas of the South
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that have been destroyed by the people who inhabit them, but many other areas
have been preserved from man’s destructive tendencies.
While beauty can be found almost anywhere, such beautiful scenes of
misty mornings out in vast spaces of open fields are perhaps more common In
the South, which was historically and has remained a very rural, agricultural
region whose people place great Importance on owning land. Many people in the
South still make their living farming, and though it is not the occupation of the
overwhelming majority as it used to be, it is still a major factor in many areas of
the South. It is still important enough that Jewell mentions It in his song. That the
singer Is seeing cotton fields suggests the remnants of a tradition of cash-crop
agriculture rather than subsistence farming, and  a life full of hard work and
struggles, but rewarded by the slower paced, peaceful nature of farm living. This
slower lifestyle is a recognized Southern trait, and, though some do not always
think of this as a positive trait, here It Is celebrated as preserving a way of life
known few other places In the world. The next lines carry on this importance of a
quiet way of life with “Erwin Nichols there with Judge Lee, / Playin’ checkers at
the gin, / When I dream about the Southland, / This is where It all begins.’’ Not
only do these lines demonstrate the quiet peace the singer associates with the
region, they also imply a mixing of classes. Judge Lee is probably an elected
official, and he Is almost certainly a highly educated man, since he is a judge.
That he is probably an educated attorney also Implies the possibility of money,
since the wealthiest people In most small towns in the South are the doctors and
the lawyers because they are the educated professionals. It is doubtful that Erwin
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Nichols is an educated professional or that he is wealthy, since he does not even
earn the title of mister, a term of respect almost always used in the South when
someone is discussing someone socially ranked higher than the speaker, be it
wealthy man, aged woman, or educated teacher. This is a town, like so many
small towns across the region, in which everybody knows everybody else and
what kind of person you are can matter more than how you earn a living when
navigating social situations. It is a quiet, friendly town where people take the time
to play checkers and get to know their neighbors.
The next verse of the song is all about memories of growing up in the
South. The singer reminisces about “catchin’ catfish on the river, chasin’ fireflies
by the creek/ Kissin’ Debbie William’s sister, on the porch Home-cornin’ week/
With rusty cars and weeping willows, keeping watch out In the yard/ Just a
snapshot of down home Dixie, could be anywhere you are.” Going fishing and
chasing fireflies are some of happiest memories of childhood for so many people
who grew up In the South. Quiet, hot summer days spent outside by the river
catching fish that Mom would then fry up for supper gave children a sense of
ability and importance to the family because they could provide for that family.
They could work and make a contribution to the family that each family member
could take part in and enjoy. Early in life, they learned the value of helping the
family, though they were able to do so in a way that was fun. Later in life, the
fishing skills they learned could then be used as  a break from the everyday
struggles of life, little day-long vacations spent on the banks of the river or the
pond, reliving childhood days and relaxing. Chasing fireflies in the evenings.
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putting the fireflies in a jar and using them for  a nightlight while they slept outside
in a tent under the stars is something many rural Southern children have the Joy
of experiencing that others do not.
The rusty car in the yard Is such a universal conception of the South that it
is hard to escape, even in a song that Is otherwise very positive about the region.
These broken down, useless vehicles represent destruction and laziness since
their owners are unwilling to take the time and effort to get rid of the car, so it just
sits in the yard and decomposes. That the song considers this so common in the
South that it could be found “anywhere you are” detracts somewhat from the
otherwise positive picture this song paints of the South, though even the rusty
cars are treated as important to the overall feelings the singer has about the
South. The next verse says “As I sit here I’m surrounded/ by these priceless
memories/ I don’t have to think about it/ There’s no place I’d rather be.” These
memories, even the seemingly less positive ones, of the South are Invaluable to
the singer, and that says a lot about the way he thinks about the region. The
rusting cars In the yards prove that it Is not a perfect place, but perhaps that does
not have a necessarily negative effect on the perception of the South. Anything
that Is too perfect seems unreal and untrustworthy; that the South has its small
imperfections lets the listener know that this is an area that can be loved and
trusted. Thus, we love the South not only in spite of its flaws, but because of
them. This Is affirmed in the next pair of lines, with the singer not only saying that
there is no where else he would rather spend his time, but also saying that he
does not even have to think about the decision. There are very likely few places
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on earth that inspire that kind of love from their inhabitants. All people feel an
attachment to their home, but most people know of some place they might prefer
to live. The lines of this song suggest that that may not be true about some
Southerners. The people who live here are more than happy to be here, for the
most part, and even those who leave often end up coming back. People outside
the region may idealize it or hate it; people who live here know it has its faults but
love it deeply anyway.
While “Sweet Southern Comfort,” (2003) describes  a person very happy
with home and life there, and very much glad to stay there throughout his or her
life, many country songs address the idea of leaving home on a mission to find
oneself, only to find that home can provide all those things long searched for.
One such song is Montgomery Gentry’s “My Town,” (2002). Though listeners
might not realize it, the song discusses an actual town somewhere in the South,
actually the hometown of the singer; Lexington, Kentucky. In fact, the town
described in the song could represent any number of towns all across the South
and the nation. The first two lines of the song are “There’s a ‘For Sale sign on a
big old rusty tractor. / You can’t miss it, it’s the first thing that you see.” The very
first image of the song is that of something so essential to traditional agricultural
life in the South being broken down and probably replaced by something new
and shiny. It Is unlikely that someone would sell his old tractor unless he had
either bought a new one or decided to give up farming In favor of easier, more
prosperous work. Either way, the lines suggest moving away from older, more
traditional values and systems toward a newer, easier, more universal lifestyle.
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The next two lines, though, distinguish small town life in the South from life in
bigger cities. “Just up the road a pale blue water tower, / with ‘I Love Jenny’
painted in bright green,” depicts a peculiar type of graffiti. While the graffiti in
cities and places outside the South usually has a negative meaning, the graffiti in
this small Southern town has a positive message,  a simple statement of love.
This difference says something interesting about the values found In small town
life. Here in this Southern town, family values and morals are still important
enough that even when someone breaks the law and defaces public property. It
is done good-naturedly, in a manner that is not offensive to people. A picture of a
small Southern town much like the one In “Sweet Southern Comfort,” (2003) is
beginning to emerge.
The next verse opens with the lines “There ain’t much going on here since
they closed the mill./ But that whistle still blows ev’ry day at noon./ A bunch of us
still go down to the diner./1 wonder if that interstate’s still cornin’ through.” These
lines mention one of the biggest problems in the South today. With much of the
industrial market closing or moving out of the South to places with cheaper labor,
many people are losing their jobs. However, while the song mentions the loss of
Jobs because the mill has closed, it also celebrates the fact that these friends
have maintained their tradition of meeting for lunch at the local diner, an
indication that even though they have lost their jobs, they have not given up hope
or let it ruin their lives. Instead, they are moving on and surviving, getting on with
their lives in the face of adversity, something Southerners are known for doing.
The network of support and friendship they can find In this small town enables
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them to continue one with their lives in the face of adversity. The next lines touch
on one of the most well-known characteristics of the South: “Come Sunday
morning service at the Church of Christ, / well there ain’t an empty seat to be
found.’’ Most people have an Idea of the South as being more religious than other
areas of the United States. These lines of this song pay homage to that tradition,
celebrating the crowds at church on Sunday mornings. A similar pair of lines later
in the song carries the same sentiment: “Ah, we’re off to Sunday service at the
Church of Christ, / and if we want a seat, we better leave right now.’’ The church
in this song is crowded on Sunday morning and seats are difficult to come by;
their widespread church attendance is evidence of the importance of faith to
these people. The lines just before these In the song tell us that the narrator has
bought and painted the tractor and now displays it proudly, the water tower has
been removed by the county, and Jenny now has a new baby. While the
dismantling of the defaced water tower and the matured Jenny show that
progress is occurring even In this sheltered small town so typical of many in the
South, the repair of the tractor shows the continued strength of those traditions
that are all too often threatened by that progress. Things in town may be
changing, but the people are retaining the values that have shaped their way of
life, though they may modify them slightly to keep pace with the altering world, as
the narrator does with the tractor.
Finally, the words of the chorus of “My Town,’’ (2002) are “where I was
born, where I was raised. / Where I keep all my yesterdays. / Where I ran off ‘cos
I got mad. / An’ It came to blows with my old man. / Where I came back to settle
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down, / It’s where they’ll put me in the ground.  / This is my town” tell us that the
narrator/singer was bom and raised In this small town, but he became angry and
frustrated with his father and small town life and left home In pursuit of a better
life, probably In a big city. He later returned to settle there and has every intention
of spending the rest of his life In this town. The chorus also tells us the main point
of the song and reveals something that seems to be true to so many
Southerners, especially those from small towns. People may become frustrated
with small town life and leave, but often become disillusioned and return to
remain happily for the rest of their lives because, even with its problems, the
South is home.
The song evokes for the listener a feeling of place and home, making him
feel secure and comfortable being faced with old familiar things. Even if someone
did not grow up with these things, he will feel familiar with them through the
words of the song, helping the listener to relate to the music and feel immersed,
for the few minutes the song lasts, in a simpler way of life. Though the singer
openly claims the town as his own and reveals definite feelings about it, he also
seems to be Inviting the listeners to join him there and make it their own, too. In
spite of the energetic music, there is something inviting about the song and the
place it describes, making the listener want to join the singer in that place that he
calls home and make himself feel at home there, too.
Another type of home song follows a slightly different vein. These songs
take what seem like more negative characteristics and stereotypes of home
and/or hometowns and lay claim to them. They celebrate them, making them
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reasons to love a home town that might otherwise seem like an undesirable
place to live. Jason Aldean's “Hicktown” (2005) serves as a good example of this
type of song. The song opens with a man readying his truck for competition in a
truck pull. He is “jackin' up his Bronco” so that he can better compete with other
men to determine whose truck will pull the most weight. This event seems, on the
surface, to be a very Southern pastime, something only rednecks would ever
take part in, although there are several truck and tractor pulls nationwide and
these events draw crowds of ail types of people. This first verse goes on to talk
about girls “gettin’ pretty sprayin’ on the White Rain” on their way to “get rowdy
tonight down at the football game.” These lines draw on two stereotypes of white
Southerners. One is the idea of Southern women with “big hair” kept that way by
excessive amounts of hair spray. True or not, big hair and vanity are traits many
people associate with Southern women. The other stereotype utilized In these
lines is the rowdy devotion Southerners supposedly have toward their football
teams. Big hair and obsession with football are qualities that can be found
anywhere in the country, but people tend to associate them with the South; those
associations are strengthened by their presence in this song that, while it never
lays claim to a particular location, necessarily links them with the South because
it Is a country song.
The next verse of the song continues to play on and profess ownership of
more stereotypes many hold about Southerners: “Well you can see the neighbors
butt crack nailing on his shingles / And his woman’s’ smokin’ Pall Mall’s watchin’
Laura Ingles / And Granny’s getting’ lit she’s headin’ out to bingo / Yeah my
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buddies and me are goin’ muddin’ down on Blue Hole Road.” Do-it-yourselfers
and people who are dressed unfortunately, women smoking and watching
television reruns, grandmothers who play bingo and enhance their enjoyment of
the experience by consuming copious amounts of alcohol, and groups of people
driving trucks and other vehicles through large amounts of mud, otherwise know
as mud riding are all visions people can hold about the South and the people
who live there. Accurate or not, they are things people associate with the region;
here they are embraced and made into things that seem like fun, something to be
accepted and maybe even desired, rather than rejected as too low-class to be
deemed respectable.
The next verse compares city dwellers driving fancy imported cars and
drinking in “martini bars” with these “Hicktown” (2005) people who buy their beer
at a gas station and play their country music loudly on cheap stereo equipment.
These are not people with money, but they are people who have learned to take
what they have available in their environment, their homes, and enjoy it for what
it is. They do not seem overly critical of the more moneyed crowd, but they are
aware that both city life and wealth are unavailable to them and they accept that
and have fun in their own way. They are not ashamed of their lives or of the
stereotypes believed about them. These characteristics can be found anywhere
across the country, but they are typically associated with the South. By
embracing them rather than hiding from them, this song puts negative qualities in
a slightly more positive light. It may not be the most glamorous of lives, but it is
life in the “Hicktown” (2005) the song calls home and, for all its faults, is a life
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these people live to the fullest and enjoy. The “HIcktown” (2005) is what it is, and
what it is, is home.
Home songs in country music usually present the people in them and the
people from the home or hometown as plain, down-home folk who are just living
their lives the best way they know how. They do not have glamorous jobs or
excessive amounts of money; In fact, many of them work menial jobs involving
hard, physical labor and live paycheck to paycheck. These are not presented as
negative characteristics, but rather as qualities that help enable these people to
live pure lives closely connected with nature and neighbors. They have fun in
simple, inexpensive ways that would probably not appeal to people of other
classes, such as truck pulls and mud riding. They even put their own stamp on
and lay claim to the activities that other classes would also be likely to participate
in, such as fishing and football. They are faithful to their churches, but also to
their football teams. They work hard and play hard. These are the rural, working
class people with which much of the South is populated. These songs increase
the association between Southerners and this poor, rural lifestyle In the minds of
listeners across the nation.
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aOn the Road Again
Chapter Three: Road Songs in Country Music
In contrast to the songs celebrating the virtue and comfort of home are the
songs glorifying life on the road, the life of “rambling” men. In the poor rural
South, work was Inconsistent and limited and many men and some women found
themselves having to move around to find work to support families.
Sharecroppers moved from farm to farm trying to find a better deal and a better
employer. Those who could no longer support themselves working In the fields
either went to the cities or went north to find factory work. Some wandered from
town to town trying to avoid getting into trouble or having to do serious work. With
all of these people moving so often, a transient, mobile culture developed and
has remained associated with the South, especially as even today people
^ “On the Road Again” is a song recorded by country musician Willie Nelson.
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continue to leave the South to find work of ail kinds elsewhere. In Don’t get
Above Your Raisin, ’ Malone writes
In a world of limited options, where humble folk saw little chance fro
Improvement, that person who exhibited the ability to live independently,
apart from the establishment or outside the law, was often admired. The
plain-folk relationship with ramblers, or course, was not simply a matter of
Imaginative speculation or vicarious identification. Plain people had always
had an intimate, and generally love-hate, relationship with ramblers and,
of course, had produced many such characters from their own ranks
(Don? 120).
Southerners do not just have experience with ramblers and wanderers; they have
a fascination with and often an admiration for them as well.
Because of this attraction to wandering men, road songs are quite
common In country music. Many of these songs are about life on the road, either
as performers on a concert tour, ramblers wandering on the road, or drivers
driving the roads, and some of the songs are written about the road itself and the
mysteries that lay down the road, the freedom afforded by life on the road, or Just
events that have occurred while on the road. TIchi writes about country music’s
relationship with the road: road culture begets road music...in terms of the
American road, then, country music seems to operate in a self-contained, closed
circle in which artists write and perform songs about the road, songs performed
on a concert circuit traveled on the road” (TIchi 53). Not all road songs in country
music deal with life on a concert tour; the Ideas of mobility, constant change,
freedom, and uncertainty are all common ideas in country music and are often
associated in some way with road life. Tichi continues her discussion: “when
country music celebrates the road, it does much more than turn inward to praise
its own rites and rituals. It really suggests that country music sustains a
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centuries-long tradition in which the road itself is central to American culture
(Tichi 58),
The importance of home and the awe for life on the road seem to be Ideas
in direct conflict with one another, but Tichi also addresses how two very different
ideas can both hold so much importance in one culture and one kind of music:
Country music manages to avoid the head-on clash in a very cunning way.
Notice, first, country’s subtle, crucial distinction between home and
hometown. The idea of home is sacrosanct...it calls up the sacred bonds
of kinship, nature, family Ideals, authenticity, the ultimate n protective
nurturance. Rare indeed Is the country song representing American road
life as a rejection of that largesse. But home and hometown are not
synonymous. Hometown Is another thing altogether. It can be presented
as deadly dull, entrapping, smothering. Or the hometown can be exposed
as intolerant, blind to the virtues of its offspring, cruelly rejecting its native
sons or daughters (65).
So, while road songs are free to criticize hometown, the home is almost always
exempt from these critiques. Home is the bastion of all that Is good, but
sometimes the hometown Is such an unpleasant place to be, or offers so few
opportunities, that leaving becomes the only option.
As with home songs, road songs vary greatly. Among them are songs
dealing with the hopeful who leave home in search of a better life, either through
a better job or success In the entertainment industry. Some songs are written
from the perspective of someone who just cannot settle down, someone who still
feels that there Is too much life left to live to stay In one place, even for the
possibility of love. Still other songs are somewhat less positive about the idea of
going on the road. These songs are written from the point of view of someone
who, for whatever reason, is leaving home but does not necessarily want to;
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whether love has gone wrong, they must seek opportunities elsewhere, or for
reasons unknown, this person is leaving his home and his hometown regretfully.
One song that addresses the Idea of the hopeful person who leaves home
in search of success and a better life Is “Baby Girl” (2004) by the group
Sugarland. The song opens with “they say In this town, stars stay up all night, /
Well, I don’t know, can’t see ’em for the glow of the neon lights. / An' it's a long
way from here to the place where the home fires burn. / Well it's two thousand
miles and one left turn.” The female singer in this song has left home for reasons
that are not yet clear. She is In what sounds like a big city, but she seems to miss
her home and her life there. It seems that she Is not happy with the way her
adventure on the road Is turning out. She is a long way away from home, but she
doesn’t seem to be considering going back. Southerners often feel great
connections with their rural homelands, places where the stars shine brighter
because of a lack of ambient lighting from streetlights, close neighbors, and other
sources, and home and family are ever-present. It seems clear that she misses
her home and family, but she has set out on a mission to find a better life and
she refuses to stop until she has met her goal. Here she demonstrates another
characteristic commonly associated with Southerners, stubbornness and
determination. Though she is a long way from home and life Is not what she
expected it to be, she will not give up and go those two thousand miles to return
home.
As the song continues Into the chorus, “Dear Mom and Dad, / Please send
money: I’m so broke that It ain’t funny. / Well,  I don't need much; just enough to
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get me through. / Please don’t worry 'cause I'm all right, / I’m playin’ here at the
bar tonight. / Well, this time. I’m gonna make our dreams come true. / Well, I love
you more than anything In the world, / Love, Your baby girl," we find out that the
singer is in a city, probably Nashville, trying to break into the music industry. She
does not seem to be meeting with much success and is still relying on financial
support from her family to be able to survive until she is able to make it on her
own. Though the almost desperate struggle for independence from home and
family is common to all different cultures, independence has played a
foundational role in the development of Southern culture. From the very
beginnings of United States history. Southerners have been constantly struggling
for independence in one form or another, whether It was freedom from the
tyranny of the crown. Independence from the industrialized North, freedom from
the control of other classes, or freedom from the control of one’s parents. The
singer of this song is no different as she continues the Southern tradition of
attempting to move beyond the need for the support of others. She does not want
her family, the people at home to worry about her, so she repeatedly stresses
that she is going to be okay and that success and wealth are just around the
corner. She only wants them to send her the very little money that It will take to
live until the bar scene ends In a paying music contract. She reminds them that
she does love them very much but that she must pursue this dream of life In the
music business, which would also lead to Independence from home and family.
Though they are Important to her, she does not want to rely on them for her
livelihood. She loves them, but she wants to be free from their financial support.
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The next verse of the songs continues the idea that life in the big city is
not turning out as she had expected: “Black jack, blue sky: big town full of little
white lies. / Well, everybody’s your friend: you can never be sure. / They'll
promise fancy cars an' diamond rings, an' all sorts of shiny things, / But, girl,
you’ll remember what your knees are for.” She had most likely expected to meet
with success quickly and receive all the things promised in her dreams of life in
the entertainment business. She points out that people in the city will seem
friendly and can be full of promises of riches and possessions that never quite
come true. She ends the verse with a statement of her faith by alluding to the
importance of prayer to resisting all the evils of the big city and protecting her
hometown virtue and values In the absence of her home and family. This distrust
of city dwellers and city life has been a common theme in Southern culture, even
as Southern cities increase In size and number. The South is still a largely rural
society and its people are often unfamiliar with city life and city culture. This lack
of familiarity and distrust has led to an interesting perception of the city that is
stated succinctly in this song. There Is a certain fascination with the life and
opportunities afforded by the city that cannot be found In rural life, but there is
also, at the same time, a conscious awareness that the city presents dangers
and opportunities for trouble also not found in rural life. The final line of this
verse, by referring to the importance of prayer, strengthens the common
perception of Southerners as religious people for whom faith is a major aspect of
life.
The third verse is followed by a slightly altered version of the chorus:
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I know that I’m on my way. / Well, I can tell every time I play. / An' I know
it’s worth all the dues I pay, / When I can write to you and say: / Dear Mom
and Dad, / I’ll send money. I’m so rich that it ain’t funny. / Well It oughtta
be more than enough to get you through. / Please don’t worry 'cause I’m
all right, / See, I’m stayin’ here at the RItz tonight / Whaddya know, we
made our dreams come true. / An' there are fancy cars an' diamond rings,
/ But you know that they don't mean a thing. / Well, they all add up to
nothin' compared to you. / Well, remember me in ribbons an' curls. /1 still
love you more than anything in the world / Love, Your baby girl.
She has not yet met with success, but she is making progress and knows that
she will eventually make both her dreams and those of her parents come true.
She decides that it Is well worth all the trouble and struggle she has gone through
to be able to be independent. She dreams of all the trappings that come with
wealth and of being able to provide financially for her family as they have
provided for her. She is also able, though, to realize that her family is more
important than monetary success. Even though she is gone from her family,
living life on the road playing in bars and trying to make a name for herself, she
still realizes the Importance of home and family. She is glad to be on the road
and is very hopeful of what she will find, but she is unwilling to let her absence
from home change her. She has set out on the road to improve her life, but she
also wants to improve life for her family. Again, she exemplifies one of the most
common reasons Southerners have for leaving their homes. They set out not
only for themselves, but for their families as well. It is worth the sacrifice of being
away from home struggling to make a living If one can then provide a better life
for the family that is left behind. She loves her family so much that she will
willingly give up her comfortable life to pursue her dreams of a better life. Many
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people recognize an intense devotion to family as  a common characteristic of
many Southerners and this song serves to reinforce that association.
Not all road songs depict such positive examples of ramblers’ lives. Dierks
Bentley’s song “Lot of Leavin’ Left to Do’’ (2005) addresses an entirely different
kind of life on the road. The song opens with the words "These old boots still got
a lot of ground / they ain’t covered yet / There’s at least another million miles /
under these old bus treads / So if you think I’m gonnna settle down / 1‘ve got
news for you / I still got a lot of leavin’ left to do.’’ This road song follows the
format of the typical road song of country music much more closely than “Baby
Girl’’ (2004). The person In this song makes no excuses or pretenses; he Is up
front and honest in saying that he Is not going to stay around. He still has a lot of
world to experience before he settles down In any one place. He reiterates this
point in the next lines: “And as long as there’s  a song / Left In this old guitar / This
life I’m bound to lead / Ain’t for the faint of heart / So you won’t fall for me / if you
know what’s good for you / ‘cause I still got a lot of leavin’ left to do.’’ Clearly, he
has become Involved with someone and Is telling her not to fall in love with him
because he will not stay around. There is far too much out there for him to see
and do, too many songs left for him to play, for him to stay there with her.
Already, he is becoming the exemplary rambler.
The next verse of this song continues the solidification of the singer as a
true rambler who will stay put for nothing and no one: “Girl, you look like you
might be an angel / So I won’t lie /1 could love you like the devil / if you wanted
me to tonight / And we could talk about forever for a day or two / But I still got a
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lot of leavin’ left to do." He compares the girl in question to a heavenly being and
implies that he cannot bring himself to lie to her. Even though what he has to tell
her is not good news, he feels that he has to be honest with her. He wants her,
but he cannot commit to any kind of relationship with her. He is warning her
ahead of time that even if she is with him, she cannot expect anything more than
just a day or two; that is all he has to offer of himself before he is compelled to
leave yet again for life on the road. He is not willing to settle down, even for the
opportunity to have love and a stable home life. For him, living his life to its fullest
and experiencing all that he can while he can Is more important. This type of
rambler Is more similar to the Southern man who wandered from town to town
trying to avoid the repercussions of his actions and schemes, doing everything
he could to avoid serious work, than he is to the family oriented visionary who
has left home to pursue her dreams that one sees in Sugarland’s “Baby Girl”
(2004).
The chorus of this song continues to enforce the rambling lifestyle of the
singer: “I guess the Lord made me hard to handle  / So lovin’ me might be a long
shot gamble / So before you go and turn me on / Be sure that you can turn me
loose / ‘cause I still got a lot of leavin’ left to do.” Again, he is adhering to the
Southern tradition of honor by being honest with the girl. He is not outright taking
advantage of her, but is instead letting her know the full situation before she gets
too involved. He is leaving the decision up to her; If she wants to become
involved with him, he Is willing, but she knows ahead of time that it is only a very
temporary arrangement and he will be leaving before long. Honor and respect of
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women has always been something many people feel is a common attribute of
Southern men and, though this is a somewhat strange version of that honor and
respect, the singer’s frank honesty about his intentions toward this girl do
demonstrate these attitudes. He may be a rambling, leaving man, but he is still
going to treat women with the respect he feels they deserve. He is not going to
stay with her, but he is not going to hurt her unnecessarily by deceiving her about
the kind of man he is. He also, albeit casually, highlights yet again that Southern
awareness of God and His influence In our lives. Some might say that he is
behaving In a less than Christian way, but he is still acknowledging God In his life
by admitting that “the Lord made me hard to handle.” He is also taking some of
the blame for his lifestyle away from himself. The Lord made him the way he Is,
so he cannot help it that he Is compelled to take to the road, leaving her and
anyone else behind. If she has any Intentions of being involved with him, she
needs to make sure that she is going to be able to say goodbye when, not if, he
decides to leave.
A still different version of the road song Is the song which presents a
character who is leaving, but who does not really want to go. For whatever
reason, he or she feels that home Is no longer a place where he can stay, so he
must take to the road. In the Rascal Flatts song “I’m Movin’ On,” (2000) there is a
glimpse of this kind of rambler. The song begins with the singer telling of
reconciling himself to a past with which he is less than pleased, saying that he
regrets parts of his history but has finally accepted the past as something he
cannot change: “I've dealt with my ghosts and faced all my demons / Finally
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content with a past I regret / I’ve found you find strength in your moments of
weakness / For once I’m at peace with myself / I’ve been burdened with blame,
trapped in the past for too long / I’m movin’ on.” Evidently, something has
happened in this man’s past that he is not proud of, though it is never made clear
what that something is, and he has had to work very hard to come to terms with
the events. He goes on to say how he was able to overcome his regretful past.
He points out that in times of weakness, people are often able to find their
greatest strength. Clearly, he has had to look deep within himself to get past the
blame and burdens of his past and move on with his life. This is not in any way a
situation unique to Southerners, but because this approach to the problems of
the past is depicted in this country song, it becomes associated with
Southerners. Sometimes when things go wrong, the only solution is to just realize
that there is nothing that can be done to change history and one must just go on
with life, moving beyond and learning from past mistakes. The singer here seems
to be doing just that.
It becomes clear in the next verse that the singer has to leave his home:
“I’ve lived In this place and I know all the faces / Each one is different but they’re
always the same.” He knows the people in this town and it sounds like they all
know him, probably because of whatever it is that he has done or been accused
of doing. He says that each face is different and the same; the similarity of the
faces seems to be in the way they all feel about him. In small Southern towns,
and probably small towns everywhere, everyone knows everything about
everyone else. There are no secrets. Because everyone knows every other
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person, there is a certain sense of investment in neighbors’ lives, a sense of
entitlement to know and comment on what is going on in the lives of others. The
sense of small town involvement continues in the next lines of the song: ‘They
mean me no harm but it’s time that I face it / They’ll never allow me to change /
But I never dreamed home would end up where I don’t belong / I’m movin’ on.”
Small towns simply do not offer the anonymity and freedom to change that bigger
cities can provide. He says that, though they do not mean to hurt him, they will
always see him as the person he is, rather than the person he could become. He
no longer belongs in this place because it Is time to reinvent himself and continue
on with his life. That is something he will not be able to do If he stays at home.
Instead, he must take to the road in an attempt to make a life for himself
independent of his past.
In the next verse, he reinforces the idea that there is a life out there for
him, if only he Is willing to leave home to claim it; ‘Tm movin’ on / At last I can see
life has been patiently waiting for me / And I know there’s no guarantee’s, but I’m
not alone / There comes a time in everyone’s life  / When all you can see are the
years passing by / And I have made up my mind that those days are gone.” He
acknowledges that life may not be any better when he gets where he is going,
but realizes that it Is something he must at least try. He has consciously made
the decision to stop letting guilt and pain hold him back and stop him from living
his life. He is taking necessary steps to reclaim his life as his own. He knows that
there Is the possibility that things will not turn out well for him, but he recognizes
that he must finally try, lest he spend the rest of his life feeling guilty rather than
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actually living his life. Again, he must escape this place and these people if he
wants to have any kind of life apart from the problems In his past, so he resigns
himself to leaving the one place he felt he would always belong, his home. He
calls on Inner strength and determination to make the move and take the chance.
but he has resolved himself to what he must do for himself.
In the last verse of the song, we see the singer finally actually leaving
town, "I sold what I could and packed what I couldn’t / Stopped to fill up on my
way out of town / I’ve loved like I should but lived like I shouldn’t / I had to lose
everything to find out / Maybe forgiveness will find me somewhere down this road
/ I’m movin’ on.” He sold everything he could, suggesting that the singer is doing
what he can to start completely over when he gets where he is going. He is
taking on the journey only the things he could not get rid of before he left. He
accepts blame and admits fault for the way he has lived his life, but he also says
that he realizes now that he made mistakes which cost him everything but taught
him valuable lessons about life. He only hopes that somewhere along his Journey
he will find forgiveness. It Is not clear who he hopes will forgive him, but it seems
almost as if he hopes that some day he will be able to forgive himself for his past.
He is moving on, but it seems as though his past, especially since it has forced
him from his home, still haunts him as he begins his Journey. However his
Journey turns out, though, he is leaving and moving on with his life.
Country music’s road songs carry on a long Southern tradition of rambling
and wandering, moving from place to place in search of freedom or a better life.
These songs present that tradition to the rest of the world as something many
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Southerners do for various reasons. Though opportunities within the South are
increasing as cities grow and the entire region becomes more progressive, many
of the regions brightest and most ambitious minds find themselves compelled to
leave in search of better prospects elsewhere. Other people leave their homes
because they have done something they regret and feel that the only way to
escape the past Is to leave it behind them. Still others leave simply because they
can. They feel a strong compulsion for the freedoms that life on the road offers
that they cannot find at home. Some Southerners are perfectly content to be
where they are and would never consider leaving. Others, though, can find
absolutely no reason to stay. For those outside of the South, an understanding of
two different kinds of Southerners, both equally authentic: those who are very
much attached to their homes and those who are compelled to leave.
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rpiREE Wooden Crosses
Chapter Four: Christianity and Religion in Country Music
One of the most common messages found in country music is that of
Christianity in some form or another. Countless country songs, the subject matter
of which can be compietely secular, contain some reference to the Lord or His
presence in their lives. Many, though, deal directly with Christianity and faith. As
Malone writes in Don't Get Above Your Raisin/
The ‘Southernness’ of country music nowhere more dramatically asserts
itself than in the powerful role exerted upon its style and content by
Protestant evangelical religion...the country musician who has not
included religious material in his or her performing repertoire, or who has
not recorded a collection of gospei songs, is rare indeed (Don't 89).
Though there are fewer country artists recording entire gospei albums now than
there were when Malone wrote his book, occasionaliy a secular artist wiii release
a gospel album. The most recent example of this practice is the February 2006
^ “Three Wooden Crosses” is a song recorded by country artist Randy Travis.
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release of Alan Jackson’s Precious Memories album, an album comprised
entirely of traditional hymns. Curtis W. Eliison writes in his book Country Music
Culture: From Hard Times to Heaven, “This is a message within country music
not confined to evangelical church services and gospel music; direct references
to the saving power of Jesus are prolific across all forms of country music”
More common than whole gospel albums are single tracks of
either traditional hymns or new religious songs being released on otherwise
secular albums. These tracks are not usually released for radio play, but
(Ellison 111).
occasionally they become major hits for the artists performing them.
Not all songs which express ideas of spirituality are necessarily gospel
songs. Many country songs today evoke feelings of Christianity and spirituality
without being exactly Christian songs. Instead, they present the feelings Induced
by Christianity and/or spirituality in a manner that allows people outside of the
influence of Southern evangelicalism to relate to them as well. In Malone’s words
While gospel songs often evoke nothing more than memories of home and
family, it is clear that they also affirm religious reality to many people and
embody deeply held theological beliefs, or moral injunctions...the religion
shaped approach to life in fact permeates the entire country music
repertoire...the overwhelming bulk of the entertainers have always come
from that region of the United States often described none too charitably
as the Bible Belt...the description is of course exaggerated, for
Southerners have not been immune to the liberalizing and secularizing
influences that have swept over American Christendom In the last one
hundred years. Nevertheless, the church continues to play an active role
in the lives of Southerners not quite equaled In other regions of the
nation...religion exerts its sway over even the most hardened non
churchgoers South of the Mason-DIxon line (Don't 9^).
Though many people would see these as clearly religious songs, they are
presented in a way that allows others to appreciate them outside of their religious
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context. This feature allows musicians to get their message to a broader
audience while continuing to draw in a more traditional Southern fan base. So,
while Protestant evangelicalism exerts a visible (or audible) influence on country
music and its artists, people who are not necessarily religious can still
understand and appreciate the message behind these songs.
As with home and road songs, there are different approaches to the
religious song. Some songs describe a kind of salvation experience, whether it is
finding salvation or having an experience that causes the singer to reevaluate
and rededicate his or her life to Jesus. Other songs simply tell about some
aspect or another of living a Christian life In an ever increasingly secular world.
Still others discuss ideas about the afterlife, what Heaven will be like and the
anticipation the singer feels to be there. Together, these types of songs tell the
whole story of Christian living, the salvation experience to growing and living life
as a Christian to finally getting to reap the rewards of living a righteous life. No
matter what the subject matter, these songs almost always display Christianity
and religious, devout life In a positive light that could make someone listening to
the song want what the characters of the song have.
One popular song that describes a salvation experience Is Carrie
Underwood’s song “Jesus, Take the Wheel” (2005). Underwood chose not only
to release a religious song, but to release It as her first song on country radio. As
the winner of the popular contest American Idol, Underwood is perhaps even
more visible and well known among people nationwide, especially those who do
not usually listen to country music, than most other country artists. Through of
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Underwood’s experience on the show, she garnered national media attention,
from magazines to radio to both music television and television talk shows, as
has her first song post-/do/. The message of this song is overtly Christian,
demonstrated in the words of the song as well as the title.
The song begins with a picture of a girl driving home to spend the holidays
with her family:
She was driving last Friday on her way to Cincinnati / On a snow white
Christmas Eve / Going home to see her Mama and her Daddy with the
baby in the backseat / Fifty miles to go and she was running low on faith
and gasoline / It been a long hard year / She had  a lot on her mind and
she didn't pay attention / She was going way to fast / Before she knew it
she was spinning on a thin black sheet of glass / She saw both their lives
flash before her eyes / She didn’t even have time to
cry / She was sooo scared / She threw her hands up in the air.
At first this Is not obviously a religious song, but already the listener is presented
with ideas about family togetherness. It Is plainly a dangerous night to be driving,
but she is braving the roads so that she can spend Christmas with her family. As
the song moves into the chorus, however, the listener quickly realizes the
message of the song. The chorus “Jesus take the wheel / Take it from my hands
/ Cause I can't do this all on my own / I'm letting go / So give me one more
chance / To save me from this road I'm on / Jesus take the wheel,” depicts a
classic example of the salvation experience. The person realizes that her life Is
out of control and that she can no longer make it without help from the Lord. The
only option in this sort of situation is to give one’s life over completely to God and
let Him take care of one’s problems. Though in this case the actual event is a car
skidding on an icy road, It Is a metaphor for a much larger event: the realization
of human fragility and the futility of struggling to live without God’s guidance and
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assistance. The words “Jesus, take the wheel” do refer only to the steering wheel
of the car, but also to the steering wheel of the singer’s life. She Is asking the
Lord to take control, deciding finally to rely on Him rather than herself because
she is incapable of managing without Him any longer.
In the next verse, the situation becomes even clearer as the car comes to
a stop:
It was still getting colder when she made It to the shoulder / And the car
came to a stop / She cried when she saw that baby in the backseat
sleeping like a rock / And for the first time In  a long time / She bowed her
head to pray / She said I'm sorry for the way / I've been living my life /1
know I've got to change / So from now on tonight (chorus repeats twice).
It sounds as If this woman grew up in the church and probably had a salvation
experience when she was young. After this experience, as she grew up, she
probably grew farther and farther away from the tenets of Christianity. Though
this woman is not Southern, her experiences are shared by many other Southern
young adults. They are raised in the church but, as their lives get more and more
complicated or they move away from home, they allow the church to grow
distant. Often, they have an experience like this woman’s that makes them
remember their faith; sometimes they do not. This song serves as a reminder to
both that they do not have to go It alone, but can rely on God to help them
through their lives. As this woman realizes that she and her baby are safe, she
bows her head to pray, to thank God for protecting her and to promise to
remember Him in the future. She admits that she has not been living as she
should, and she makes the conscious decision to change her life and put more
trust in God to help her do just that. Cincinnati, the hometown of the woman in
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the song, is not a Southern city, but the situation is a common one in the South.
Many times children are taken to church so much that as young adults they either
rebel against it and simply refuse to go or they just grow increasingly distant as
they age. Usually if there is not some sort of experience like a near-crash on an
icy road to bring them quickly back to living a faithful life, as they mature and
begin families of their own they gradually move back into the church. Even those
few Southerners who do not grow up in the church or those who do grow up in
the church but do not return to it as adults have at least encountered the
message of Christianity and would understand and probably appreciate the
message of the song. This song very much speaks to and about the Southern
experience.
From the salvation experience, the religious country song moves to a
description of life as a growing Christian. One song that illustrates that life fairly
well is Craig Morgan’s “That’s What I Love About Sunday” (2005). The beginning
of the song describes the scene found at many churches on Sunday morning:
“Raymond's in his Sunday best,/ He's usually up to his chest in oil an' grease. /
There's the Martins walkin' in, / With that mean little freckle-faced kid, / Who
broke a window last week. / Sweet Miss Betty likes to sing off key In the pew
People are dressed up in their best clothes to come to church to
worship together. Even children who are sometimes the source of trouble, such
behind me.
as the Martin child, are welcome. The singer also points out Miss Betty, who
sings off key. She does not sing beautifully, but she puts her heart into her
singing. She is probably an older woman who Is respected in the community.
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given the Miss that is added to her name. In the South, children are often still
taught to use terms of respect such as Mr., Miss, Sir, and Ma’am. Church
attendance, as mentioned earlier, is a regular occurrence In most families. To
most Southerners, going to church is something they experience on a regular
basis or is at least something to which they can relate, and the chorus and next
verse continue this image:
That’s what I love about Sunday / Sing along as the choir sways; / Every
verse of Amazin’ Grace, / An’ then we shake the Preacher’s hand. / Go
home, into your blue jeans; / Have some chicken an’ some baked beans. /
Pick a back yard football team, / Nothin’ much of anything: / That’s what I
love about Sunday. I stroll to the end of the drive, / Pick up the Sunday
Times, grab my coffee cup. / It looks like Sally an’ Ron, finally tied the
knot, / Well, it’s about time. / It’s 35 cents off a ground round, / Baby, cut
that coupon out!
The scene Is familiar and comfortable, the choir singing at the front of the church,
usually a song almost everyone knows by heart, then shaking the preacher’s
hand on the way out the door as people head home to change clothes before
enjoying a Sunday feast with the family and spending the afternoon relaxing and
enjoying the day. Many people in the South still take seriously the teaching that
Sunday is supposed to be a day of rest and relaxation, a time to spend with
family rather than in the usual hustle and bustle of every day life. This couple is
sitting around the kitchen table, sipping coffee and reading the paper,
commenting on what is going on in the world around them, whether It Is the
announcement of an overdue marriage of friends or the coupons in the
newspaper. They are Just enjoying the day and each other’s company. The
scene is peaceful and pleasant, even if it is not one’s usual manner of spending
Sunday. As such. It appeals to many people.
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The next verse continues the restful, enjoyable Sunday afternoon: “That's
what I love about Sunday: / Cat-napping on the porch swing; / You curled up next
to me, / The smell of jasmine wakes us up. / Take  a walk down a back road, /
Tackle box and a cane pole; / Carve our names In that white oak, / An' steal a
kiss as the sun fades.” This couple is just enjoying the day, spending some time
just the two of them. Sunday afternoon naps are something so many people are
familiar with; here, the nap ends with the smell of jasmine, echoing Buddy
Sweet Southern Comfort,” (2003) and the smell of jasmine andJewell's
magnolias hanging In the air in that song as well. These two end their afternoon
by going fishing and carving their names in an oak tree. Again there is a close
connection with nature in this song, as there is in so many other country songs.
Rural Southerners grow up surrounded by and interacting with nature. Going
fishing with a cane pole instead of a bought rod and reel is yet another part of
that rural Southern experience. Most people from rural parts of the South would
recognize themselves or someone close to them In most lines of this song;
people outside of the South, and possibly even those raised in Southern cities,
recognize these characteristics as being of the rural South. The song goes on
“Ooh, new believers gettin' baptized, / Momma's hands raised up high, / Havin' a
Hallelujah good time / A smile on everybody's face,” to complete the afternoon
with a trip back to church for a baptismal service. Every person, whether
Southern or not, who has had a salvation experience and been baptized
remembers the experience. It is a powerful moment not only for those being
baptized, but for those witnessing It as well. In the South, especially in small
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Southern towns, communities are usually close-knit and familiar. People know
each other and share in the life experiences of others. When a person makes the
decision to commit his or her life to Christ and is baptized, the whole community
shares and rejoices in the event. Like the rest of the song, this final verse is very
much a scene easily recognizable to Southerners. This song serves to put that
image out for the nation to see and associate with the South. Most people
recognize the South as the “Bible Belt" and Southerners as especially religious
people. This song reinforces that perception and provides an almost visible
image of life In a small country church in the heart of the Southland.
From the depiction of life as a Christian here on earth, the religious
country song moves to a discussion of the afterlife. Speculation about what life
after death will be like is not a new phenomenon and it is not unique to the South,
but because of the strong presence of evangelical faith in the region, Ideas and
dialogue about Heaven are quite common. “When I Get Where I'm Going,”
(2005) recorded by Brad Paisley with Dolly Parton, paints an Idyllic picture of life
everlasting: “When I get where I'm going / On the far side of the sky / The first
thing that I'm gonna do / Is spread my wings and fly / I'm gonna land beside a
lion / And run my fingers through his mane / Or I might find out what it's like / To
ride a drop of rain.” In the Heaven in this song, situations will be possible that can
only be Imagined while on Earth. The singer speaks of taking flight, making
friends with a lion, and taking a ride on a drop of rain; these images help the
listener better to understand that Heaven Is a place of mystery that no one has
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the ability to comprehend until he experiences it for himself. It is so far beyond
the realm of human imagination that one can only dream of what it will be like.
In the next verse, the song continues to Imaging what Heaven might be
like for the singer: “I'm gonna walk with my grand daddy / And he'll match me
step for step / And I'll tell him how I missed him / Every minute since he left /
Then I'll hug his neck." Evidently, the grandfather has already passed away, and,
judging by the words “and he’ll match me step for step,” was probably becoming
feeble before he died. For this singer. Heaven Is  a place where bodies are made
whole again and people are reunited with loved ones who have died before them.
Clearly, he misses his grandfather and looks forward to the perfect place where
he will see him and hug him once again. He emphasizes the difference between
earthly and Heavenly life In the next verse of the song by talking about the pain
and toll of life before death: “So much pain and so much darkness / In this world
we stumble through / All these questions I can't answer / So much work to do.”
For this singer, life is merely a chore to be dealt with until one dies and can go to
his or her Heavenly home. He stresses that he does not have all of the answers,
but that does not seem to bother him much as he waits In anticipation for the day
he “gets where I’m going.
Two versions of the chorus complete the imagery of the perfect Heaven
and its differences from a very secular world. The first, “Yeah when I get where
I'm going / There'll be only happy tears /1 will shed the sins and struggles /1 have
carried all these years / And I’ll leave my heart wide open /1 will love and have no
fear / Yeah when I get where I'm going / Don't cry for me down here,” talks of the
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freedom he will feel from the burdens of this life. He will no longer be an
imperfect sinner struggling to keep the faith in  a troubled world; instead, he will
reside in a place of perfect happiness. He again reminds the listener how much
he looks forward to being in this place by telling him not to mourn for him once he
Is gone because he will be so much happier. In the second version of the chorus,
“But when I get where I'm going / And I see my Maker's face / I'll stand forever in
the light / Of his amazing grace / Yeah when I get where I'm going / There'll be
only happy tears / Hallelujah /1 will love and have no fear,” these Ideas are again
reinforced. The singer will be in the presence of God, in a place where life and
time have no end and happiness is all that is known. Southern Christians, as well
as Christians everywhere else, are familiar with ideas about Heaven and most
look forward, not necessarily to death, but to experiencing that perfect place.
Taken together, faith songs present a complete picture of the major events
in the spiritual journey of most Christians. For those listening to the songs from
outside the South, these songs highlight the emphasis on religion in the South.
For the most part, these songs probably do not change anyone’s perceptions
about the South, but they do give further evidence in support of one of the more
positive observations most people have of Southern culture. Many media
portrayals of Southerners include some mention of the importance of religion,
though this is often done in ways that make Southerners seem overly
conservative and backward, people unable to move fon^/ard in time with the rest
of the world. While these songs also reinforce those Ideas of conservative beliefs
and old-fashioned values, they address them in a way that does not make
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Chapter Five: Country Music and the Honky-Tonk
Just as home songs and road songs present different kinds of
Southerners, there is also a kind of country song which acts as a contrast to
religious songs. The honky-tonk song is just as common in country music as any
other kind of song, and with good reason. Honky-tonks served as a sort of
laboratory for the development and advancement of country music. Honky-tonks
still serve as the starting point for many artists trying to break into the
entertainment Industry, with singers and musicians performing their art in bars,
hoping to be discovered and trying to make ends meet in the meantime. Similar
to the honky-tonk song is the drinking song. As with honky-tonk songs, there are
quite a few drinking songs in the country music repertoire, and many of them are
interchangeable with honky-tonk songs. All of these songs tell of a culture of
^ “Honky-Tonkin”’ is a song recorded by country legend Hank Williams.
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drinking and carousing, whether in response to unpleasant events, trying to
relieve the pain and concerns, or in celebration of happier occasions. Some
songs tell of people who are out drinking in a desperate attempt to forget some
kind of pain, often the pain of lost love or an unpleasant job. Some tell of people
who are out partying because something good has happened to them. Others
are out reveling simply because they enjoy it and because they can. Other songs
may be about the honky-tonk itself or about the people who spend time there,
from musicians playing on the stage, to the bartender slinging drinks, to the
regular patron, to the unusual customer who demands comment. Irrespective of
their reasons for being there, the honky-tonk provides a form of escape for these
people who lead difficult, hard lives. These songs are sometimes sad and/or
slow, songs that make the listener pity the character in the song. More often,
however, the songs are upbeat and fun, songs that tend to make people want to
turn up the radio and sing and dance along. Some songs even inspire dances,
usually line dances, to accompany the songs. These are songs made to make
people forget their problems, if only for a moment.
One honky-tonk song that takes a slightly different approach to subject
matter is Toby Keith’s song "Honkytonk U” (2005). This song is written from
Keith’s viewpoint and tells parts of his life’s story, mostly how his affinity for music
and performing developed and the results of those experiences. The song starts
with the words “My grandmother owned a night club  / On the Arkansas-
Oklahoma line / Mama put me on a Greyhound / And  I went to stay with her in
the summertime / I'd box up those empty long-necks / And stack 'em in the back
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and make a ham / Then at night she'd let me sneak out / Of the kitchen and let
me sit in with the band. This is a man who spent his summers as a young
person hanging out in his grandmother’s night club. He grew up in honky-tonks
and probably, even though he no longer needs to play there to be heard, still
feels quite at home in that kind of atmosphere. This quality comes out in much of
his music, as he has several songs that could be considered honky-tonk songs.
He is just a boy who was raised in a Southern night club, sitting in with the
musicians on stage before he was even old enough to legally be In the room.
The song continues with tales about the jobs he held along the way to
becoming a performer: “Yes, I have sacked some quarterbacks / And broke my
share of bones along the way /1 knew it wouldn't last forever / Semi-pro always
means semi-paid /1 started climbing drilling rigs  / I'm oil field trash and proud as I
can be, yeah / Then I took my songs and guitar / And sang 'em for a man from
Tennessee.” Here, Keith strengthens some common conceptions about Southern
culture. He played football in the semi-pro league. Many people recognize
Southerners as intense as their football teams and countless young boys dream
of growing up to play football. Keith partially realized this dream, but also
recognized that he could not support himself forever on the semi-pro circuit. His
next stop was the oil fields. From factory work to oil fields to agriculture, many
rural Southerners have long been limited to hard, physical work that may or may
not pay well enough to support a family. He proudly lays claim to his past,
though, and says that he is very proud of who he Is and where he has come
from. While some people would be embarrassed by having to do such difficult,
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heavy labor as oil field work, Keith openly says that he Is proud to be “oil field
trash." This also brings to mind the phrase “white trash,” a term many associate
with poor rural Southerners. Though there is a difference between being poor
and being “white trash,” many people assume that they are one and the same.
Like the people in Aldean’s “HIcktown,” (2005) Keith proudly claims the very thing
that could bring him embarrassment, greatly reducing the power of others to
humiliate him because of it. Southerners, Keith included, tend to be proud of who
they are.
Keith continues this sense of pride for who he is in the next verse: “A star
can't burn forever / And the brightest ones will someday lose their shine / But the
glass won't ever be / Half empty in my optimistic mind / I'll still have a song to
sing / And a band to turn it up and play it loud  / As long as there's a bar room /
With a corner stage and a honky-tonk crowd." Here he Is acknowledging that his
fame and success will not last forever, just as his football career could not last
forever. He accepts that fact, though, and makes the listener feel that he will be
okay as long as there is a honky-tonk with a stage and a crowd where he can still
play his music. His outlook on life is optimistic. He may not be famous forever,
but he will still have fun and enjoy his life because he will still be able to share his
music with the public through the media in which he started: the honky-tonk. He
is following in the Southern tradition of making the best of what could be a very
bad situation and using the resources available to one’s best ability.
The chorus of “Honkytonk U” (2005) describes Keith’s journey as a
I've played every beer joint tavern / From New York City out tomusician:
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Pasadena / Every corn dog fair and rodeo / And sold out every basketball arena /
Like to get down with my boys / In Afghanistan and Baghdad City too / I am a
red, white and blue blood / Graduate of Honky Tonk U.” This chorus describes
his journeys as a musician. He has played his music to varying classes and
regions, and even to soldiers overseas. As an outspoken supporter of the
soldiers fighting the “War on Terror," he proudly declares that he has played for
them and even says he has “red, white, and blue blood." Though the whole
country was spurred to greater patriotism by the events of September 11, 2001,
Southerners have a long history of being fiercely loyal to their country. For a
region which once seceded from the Union, Southerners tend to be as patriotic,
or more so, as people from other regions. This song, and several others in
country music past and present, highlights that feature. Keith Is proud to travel to
war-torn countries to sing for the troops in a bid to Improve morale among the
soldiers fighting for our country. He may or may not agree with the war, but he
still supports the troops who have been ordered to fight.
“Honkytonk U” (2005) supports many conceptions about the South, from
being poor, hard working people who also play hard, to being optimistic and
proud, to being deeply patriotic. Because it proudly claims the Idea of being
“trash” and makes that something to be proud of, however, it is difficult, while
hearing this song, to think negatively about poor, working class people who are
not as cultured as the more affluent. Though he now has sufficient wealth, he still
relates himself to the working man who hangs out in honky-tonks and is probably
just barely getting by. He seems more than willing to go back to that kind of life
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once his music career has run its course. As long as there is a honky-tonk where
he can play, he will be just fine. This feeling also says something about Southern
culture as It presents that idea that poor, rural Southerners are a people content
as long as there is an outlet, some place where they can go or something they
can do just to have fun and escape the day to day stresses of life. Many of them
do not require great amounts of money or success to live a happy life; they are
not lazy, just content with a less materialistic existence than are people In other
cultures with more exposure to material possessions.
Keith continues this Image of the honky-tonk life in other songs, one of
which is “Let’s Get Drunk and Be Somebody" (2005). The song tells of people
who work hard for a living and feel underpaid and underappreciated at their work
places:
Yeah the big boss man, he likes to crack that whip /1 ain't nothing but a
number on his timecard slip, /1 give him 40 hours and a piece of my soul, /
Puts me somewhere at the bottom of his totem pole, / Hell I don't even
think he knows my name... / Well all week long I'm a real nobody, / But I
just punched out and its paycheck Friday, / Weekend’s here, good God
almighty, / I'm going to get drunk and be somebody / Yeah, yeah, yeah...
This man works very hard forty hours a week for someone who does not even
know his name. This circumstance makes him resent his job and his employer for
dehumanizing, turning him into “nothing but a number on his timecard slip.” It can
be very difficult to go to a job that makes one feel as if he is nothing to no one.
and this man is expressing his frustration with the situation. He feels that he can
go to this place and be somebody. His boss is not there to belittle him; It is the
weekend, his time that does not belong to his boss, and he Is going to make the
best of It.
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The singer’s girlfriend or wife seems to have a similar problem, though she
works in a service profession with customers rather than a single employer:
My baby cuts hair at a beauty boutique, / Just blowin' and goin' till she
dead on her feet, / They walk right in and sit right down, / She gives them
what they want and then she spins them around, / Hey I don't think they
even know her name... / All week long she's a real nobody, / but I just
picked her up and its paycheck Friday, / Weekend’s here, good God
almighty, / Baby lets get drunk and be somebody
She spends her day cutting and styling other people’s hair, making them feel
better about themselves and they do not even bother to know her name in return.
Hairdressers work very hard and days can be long and tiring. In a profession
where such personal, physical contact is a necessary part of the job, It could
easily make one feel frustrated at serving people all day long when they are too
self-centered to acknowledge her as a person. Like the singer, she uses the
honky-tonk environment to escape from her world for a little while and to feel like
she is someone important, even if it is only for  a few hours.
In the next verse, the singer stresses the plainness of these people. He
reminds the listener that the people at this bar are just ordinary people with
regular lives who want to have fun on the weekends:
Well just average people, in an everyday bar, / driving from work in our
ordinary cars, / and I like to come here with the regular Joes, / drink all you
want, be the star of the star / of the show / All week long bunch of real
nobodies, / but we just punched out and its paycheck Friday / Weekend’s
here, good God almighty, / People lets get drunk (lets get drunk!) / All
week long we're some real nobodies, / but we just punched out and its
paycheck Friday, / Weekend’s here, good God almighty, / People lets get
drunk and be somebody.
These are truly just average people who live difficult lives and need some kind of
escape from those lives. The time they spend in this bar helps them to forget for
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a little while about their troubles and enjoy being someone else for a little while. It
Is a form of escape for them, and they participate not only to escape, but also
because they enjoy the honky-tonk experience. These are poor, working class
people with probably few opportunities to really enjoy themselves. This is one
way they go about that. In this, they reflect many Southerners’ lives. These
people would probably see themselves easily in the words of this song, even
people who have better jobs can relate to problems at work and feeling
underappreciated. So, while this song may speak to any number of people both
Southern and not, it especially brings to mind the lifestyles of the poor,
hardworking Southern laborer.
Honky-tonks are used as places of escape from the troubles of everyday
life and as starting grounds for musicians, but they are also places people go to
mourn and recover from the end of a relationship. One example of this can be
found in the Tracy Byrd song, "Ten Rounds with Jose Cuervo" (2003). The
character goes to the honky-tonk with the specific purpose of drowning his
sorrows over a lost love:
I walked in and the band just started / the singer couldn't care a tune in a
bucket / Was on a mission to drown her memory but  / I thought no way
with all this ruckus / But after one round with Jose Cuervo /1 caught my
boots tapping along with the beat / And After two rounds with Jose Cuervo
/ The band was sounding pretty darn good to me.
He has lost his lady and is searching for a way to forget. His solution is to try to
drink her memory away, though he thinks that might be impossible in the rowdy
bar. However, as he begins drinking he also begins to become Involved in the
“ruckus” around him. The band’s music is starting to sound good to him and he Is
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starting to move with the music. He continues to become more involved in the
music in the next verse:
Then some stranger asked me to dance / and I revealed to her my two left
feet / Said "Don't get me wrong, I’m glad you asked, / But tonight's about
beating an old memory / Then after Three rounds with Jose Cuervo /1 let
her lead me out on the floor / And after Four rounds with Jose Cuervo /1
was showing off moves never seen before.
A woman is interested in him, but at first he tells her that he cannot dance and
that he is not really there looking for women anyway; he is there solely to move
beyond his past relationship. As he continues drinking, though, he allows the
woman to take him onto the dance floor and he dances. The song continues with
his successfully meeting his goal of forgetting the previous relationship:
Well, round five or round six /1 forgot what I came to forget / After Round
seven, or was it eight? /1 bought a round for the whole dang place / and
after nine rounds with Jose Cuervo / They were counting me out and I was
about to give in / Then after ten rounds with Jose Cuervo /1 lost count and
started counting again.
At least for a little while, he has managed to forget his problems. He becomes
generous In his inebriated state, buying drinks for the whole bar. He has
managed to forget “what I came to forget" through the use of excessive alcohol
and the party atmosphere of the honky-tonk itself.
The honky-tonk song presents the idea of Southerners as a people who
use alcohol to forget their problems and escape their dull realities, as well as to
have a good time. This offers an interesting contrast to the picture of Southerners
as religiously devout, especially when one considers that Southern Baptists, one
of the largest church denominations of the region, along with other
denominations, preach complete abstinence from alcohol. So, for listeners
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outside of the South, these messages seem in direct contrast to one another
and, in fact, they can be. It would seem that some of the very people who are out
partying at the honky-tonks on Saturday night would also be sitting in the church
pews on Sunday morning and In many cases, they are. These are people who
tend to do things their own way, regardless of what authority figures tell them is
right or wrong. Historically, Southerners have been Intensely Independent and
adamant about their right to regulate their own lives free from the Influence of
others. Perhaps through this determination to make their own decisions
Southerners unconsciously reconcile these contrasting characteristics. They




Domestic, Light, and Cold
Chapter Six: Patriotism for the Homeland,
Lightening the Burdens of Life through Humor,
AND THE Cold Hearts of Cheating Lovers
Songs about home, the road, God, and honky-tonks comprise a great deal
in country music, but there are countless other subjects within the country music
canon, many of which speak to or about Southern culture in a variety of ways.
Patriotism, discussed briefly in a previous chapter, is one virtue that reappears in
country music on a fairly regular schedule, with frequency increasing during
times of conflict for our nation. Humor is also a fairly common phenomenon In
country music and its culture, whether humor occurs in specific songs, on the
stage of the Grand Ole Opry, or In the form of stand-up comedy acts on country
music-oriented television stations. Finally, love songs are common in almost
® “Domestic, Light, and Cold” is a song recorded by rising country artist Dierks Bentley. The song refers to
the character’s favorite kind of beer.
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every genre, but country music is well known by fans and non-listeners alike as
having a great number of “cheatin’ songs.
Patriotism: Southerners are proud, and one major source of that pride is
being red-blooded Americans. Patriotism takes different forms in country music.
Malone writes:
While country music has demonstrated a clear and audible conservative
voice, the music nevertheless has historically defied explicit political
categorization or Ideological identification...the music has been as
unpredictable in its manifestations as has the culture that gave it birth.
Ideological consistency has been rare among country musicians, but
political involvement has been omnipresent...because of their struggle
and their ability to survive, the Southern plain folk tended to think of
themselves as the ‘true’ Americans. This kind of ‘Americanism’ could
make them both patriotic and resentful of those who seemed to embody
opposing values (DonY 211-212).
So, while country songs vary in their political beliefs, they are consistent in their
assertion that they are as American, if not more so, than anyone else and
therefore have the right and the responsibility to defend or denounce policy and
events as they see fit. Usually, though, songs about the nation tend to be
supportive of specific aspects, most often of the military. Artists do not always
agree with everything the government, the country, or the people do, nor do they
always agree with each other. They all agree, however, that they can use their
voice and their influence through their music to spread their message to the fans.
During times of conflict for our country, these songs with a patriotic tone usually
see a marked increase both in number and In popularity; since September 11,
2001, several releases comment in some way or another on the war effort or the
public’s reaction to the war effort, or express concern and support for the soldiers
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fighting in the Middle East. One such song is Aaron Tippin’s “Where the Stars
and Stripes and Eagle Fly” (2002).
In the first stanza of the song, it is clear that the singer is very proud of his
country, regardless of the problems It may be facing:
Well if you ask me where I come from / Here's what I tell everyone /1 was
born by God's dear grace / In an extraordinary place / Where the stars and
stripes and the eagle fly / It's a big 'ol land with countless dreams /
Happiness ain't out of reach / Hard work pays off the way It should / Yeah,
I've seen enough to know that we've got it good / Where the stars and
stripes and the eagle fly.
He will proudly tell anyone who asks where he comes from, and he believes that
he was blessed by God to be born a citizen of the United States of America. He
refers to the dreams that many people feel could be realized only in the “Land of
Possibilities” and the Ideas that happiness is achievable with hard work and
dedication. He points out that, after exposure to other cultures and countries, he
still feels blessed to be American. He finishes with a chorus that refers to both
the Statue of Liberty and the Liberty Bell: “There's a lady that stands in a harbor /
For what we believe / And there's a bell that still echoes / The price that it cost to
be free.” This country was founded on the idea of freedoms and liberty for every
citizen regardless of color, creed, or gender and the singer celebrates those
beginnings and their influence on our country today. He also points out that all of
this freedom comes with a price, the sacrifice of soldiers’ time and lives. He Is
honoring the men in uniform and acknowledging what they have given up so that
the rest of the American people can continue to enjoy the freedoms to which they
have become accustomed.
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In the next stanza the singer defends his patriotic attitude and encourages
others to adopt it with the words "I pledge allegiance to this flag / And if that
bothers you, well that's too bad / But if you got pride and you're proud you do /
Hey, we could use some more like me and you / Where the stars and stripes and
the eagle fly (repeat chorus).” The pledge of allegiance is something most
children learn at a very young age and repeat often during the earlier grades of
school. It Is repeated so often that it can become rote, losing its powerful
meaning. Here the singer reminds listeners what it means to pledge allegiance to
something, but especially to the United States flag. He is proud of his status as
an American and feels that the nation would be better off If more people felt the
way he does. He is proud to be an American and he wants to encourage others
to adopt his passionate pride. He does go on to explain some of why he is so
proud of his citizenship: “No, It ain't the only place on earth / But it's the only
place that I prefer / To love my wife and raise my kids / Hey, the same way that
my daddy did / Where the stars and stripes and the eagle fly.” He is proud of the
way he was raised and wants to continue the tradition of family values and
patriotism by passing them on to his wife and children. He feels very blessed for
being raised a proud American citizen and he wants the same for his family.
Pride and patriotism are qualities many Southerners share and, while people of
other regions may be proud to be Americans and may be quite patriotic, history
has insured that Southerners have a unique brand of pride, patriotism, and
“Americanism.”
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Perhaps because of their strong sense of pride, Southerners also tend to
use humor to lighten otherwise bad situations or to make their lives seem less
depressing, as do many people. Because of their frequent use of humor, it
becomes an important part of Southerner’s lives and culture. Malone describes
the influence of humor In Southern culture and In country music:
Country music’s reputation for crying-in-your-beer songs obscures the fact
that humor has always been a staple of country entertainment, just as It
had been a survival mechanism for Southern rural folk culture...country
humor at Its best asserted the humanity of working people’s lives, exposed
the hypocrisies that lay around them, brought the pompous and mighty
down to size, served as a painless way of calling up bittersweet memories
of the past, eased the pain of lives that were often hard and lonely, and, or
course, added the healing balm of laughter to spirits in need of relief.
Humor served as a populistic defense mechanism in Southern folk culture,
attacking pretension and sham, and striving to keep people from
becoming too self-important—admonishing them with the unspoken
command not to get above their raising...[comedy] has remained as an
integral component of the country music business, still appearing in the
work of such monologists as...Jeff Foxworthy....stage routines...and of
course in scores of songs performed by country musicians (Don’t ̂72).
One of the most familiar aspects of the Grand Ole Opry is the atmosphere of
controlled chaos, with members walking around on the stage, seemingly at
random, during others’ performances and performers. Entertainers commonly
include Jokes and humorous songs In their performances. The show is not just
about offering musicians the opportunity to present their music in a recognized
and respected forum; it Is also about entertaining the audience, those in the
theatre, those watching on television, and also those listening on the radio.
Country humor Is by no means limited to the Opry. Countless songs over
the history of country music have written and performed with the purpose of
making the listeners laugh. Even today, it is not uncommon to find at least one
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and sometimes multiple humorous songs on the country music charts and radio.
These songs are not written to send any particular message; their Intent is the
laughter they inspire. These songs are funny and they are often extremely
popular, proving that the musicians are not wrong when they record songs with
the sole purpose of bringing laughter to the fans. Many listeners of country music
are middle and lower class people who work hard to make an honest living; these
are people whose lives are not always easy and a truly funny song can help
brighten their day and lighten their burdens, especially if they recognize
something of their own situation in the songs. It is also not unusual to find a funny
line or situation in an otherwise serious song with a real message. These lines
can serve to lighten the mood of a serious song, or they can reinforce the gravity
of the situation through contrast. As Malone points out, these songs remind
people of their humanity and of the humanity of those around them. They can
make hard times seem easier.
Another form of country humor is the work of people who are primarily
comedians but who might record the occasional song. Of the greatest recent
popularity are the men who comprise what is known as the Blue Collar Comedy
Tour. Jeff Foxworthy, Larry the Cable Guy, Ron White, and Bill Engvall are four
stand-up comedians who use the lives of poor, working class people as fodder
for their acts. This is acceptable because these four men lived the lives about
which they perform before they rose to comedic stardom. In fact, many of the
jokes they tell are about their own lives and experiences. Jeff Foxworthy is also
known for his ’’You Might Be a Redneck If...” jokes, and Bill Engvall gained
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popularity through his “Here’s Your Sign” routine. The original Blue Collar
Comedy Tour in 2003 and the sequel Blue Collar Comedy Tour Rides Again in
2004 gained great popularity. These kinds of acts can be included with country
music because they share in much the same audience and are often presented
in many of the same outlets as country music, such as country music radio and
television. In the same way that Aldean’s “Hicktown” (2005) and other songs lay
claim to seemingly negative aspects of Southern life and make them something
to celebrate, these comedians take these qualities and own them, making them
something to entertain people through laughter rather than something by which
to be ashamed. They not only allow Southerners to laugh at themselves for some
of their less flattering traits; they also present these traits to non-Southemers In a
way that makes them less embarrassing than many other media portrayals of
Southerners and their lives. By recognizing these qualities as humorous and
taking it upon themselves to laugh about them, these entertainers make it more
difficult for non-Southerners to use these same characteristics to insult
Southerners and Southern culture.
Finally, in any discussion about country music, one must address the
“cheatin’ song.” Though today’s country music is not as fraught with cheating
songs as the country music of the past, but these songs are still present and they
still reach great popularity. Cheating songs approach cheating in different ways
and can talk about any of its different stages: “most contemporary popular
cheating songs involve a situation in which a person is being tempted to cheat, is
attempting to cheat, is cheating, or is reacting to cheating, (Rogers 127).
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Unfaithful men and women have been source and subject for country songs for
decades, and cheating songs and country music can, at times, seem almost
synonymous in the minds of some people. Whatever form they take, cheating
songs offer people an outlet to deal with the unpleasant aspects of love
relationships. Infidelity is something that happens, not only in the South, but
everywhere else; country cheating songs offer those parties involved help In
coping with the situation.
Not all cheating songs are “crying-in-your-beer" songs written from the
perspective of the brokenhearted lover who has been cheated on or who has
been caught cheating. In fact, not all cheating songs are even sad. One example
that serves to empower the person who has been cheated on Is Sara Evans’s
song “Cheatin’” (2005). The song opens with “You say your every day / Is a bad
dream that keeps repeatin' / Maybe you should've thought about that / When you
were cheatin'.” The slow, almost sad tone of these words and the music seems
as if the singer sorry for the man who now regrets his actions and misses her.
That misperception is quickly cleared up in the next lines: “How do you like that
furnished room / The bed, the chair, the table / The TV picture comes and goes /
/Too bad cabledon't haveyou
How do you like that paper plate / And those pork 'n' beans you're eatin' / Maybe
you should've thought about that / When you were cheatin'.” Because of the
change in tone of these lines, the listener is firmly on the side of the jilted lover by
the end of this verse. The he or she is starting to feel that the cheater has
probably gotten exactly what he deserves.
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The next stanza continues to inform the listener exactly how the cheater is
living now, and the singer is vindicated by his situation. The listener cheers the
singer as she realizes more and more how much better she is without the man:
How do you like that beat-up car /1 think it's fair we traded / Your pick-up truck is
running fine / It's a cozy ride for datin' / Yes, I've been out a time or two / And
found the comfort I've been needin' / Maybe you should've thought about that /
When you were cheatin'.” He cheated and Is now paying mightily for that mistake.
He has lost his pick-up truck, something that is almost as important as a child for
many Southern men and, to add even more insult, she is using It to date other
men as she moves on with her life. She constantly reminds the cheater that ail of
these problems In his life are his own fault and that he could have avoided the
situation If he had thought about the consequences of his actions “when you
were cheatin’.” The singer continues to point out the cheater’s problems as she
continues the song:
You made your bed and you're out of mine / You lie awake and I sleep just
fine / You've done your sowing / Now you can do your reaping / Maybe
you should've thought about that / When you were cheatin' / What became
of what's-her-name / After she spent all your money / Did she leave you
like you left me / Sometimes life is funny / But I'll be glad to take you back /
Just as soon as I stop breathing.
Not only is this man living in a rented, furnished room and has lost his truck, he
has also lost the woman for whom he left the singer. He has been reduced to
almost nothing and now has to suffer the further humiliation of having his ditched
lover tell him how great her life is and how pathetic his is now. This man’s
situation is dismal, and both the singer and the listener are supposed to feel that
he has gotten exactly what he deserves. One is not compelled to pity this man for
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the misery he has brought upon himself. This is a woman, probably Southern,
who has stood up for herself and refuses to accept the apologies of this man who
has hurt her so deeply. Instead, she seems to take comfort In struggles he is now
facing as her life begins to improve. The song gives the listener the sense that
she is strong enough to make It on her own and that she will survive the
difficulties she is facing more or less unscathed. Her wounds have healed and
she Is that much stronger for having survived them. She has made the best of a
bad situation and has grown from it; Southern or not. In this she has exemplified
some of the better characteristics commonly associated with Southern people.
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In Conclusion
It is almost impossible to conceive of any media which would accurately
portray all aspects of Southern life and culture, or any other culture. Country
music has, however, an interesting relationship with the South. Taken as a
whole, the music presents a uniquely positive South. Most media use the most
negative stereotypes about the region, exaggerating them beyond reality and
often to the point of insult. Country music. In contrast, presents the South that
many Southerners recognize. These images are not always positive or flattering,
but they are not the derogatory images created with the goal of entertaining
others at the expense of Southerners. Instead, those songs which present
unpleasant aspects of Southern culture usually claim them proudly and make
them difficult characteristics to ridicule, as in Little Big Town’s "Hicktown.” (2005).
^ “Reflections” is a song recorded by country legend Johnny Cash.
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It is difficult to insult someone who is proud of his faults. The South presented In
country music serves to balance the offensive images of the region presented
elsewhere.
The South of country music is not easily described and can seem self-
contradicting. Songs like those described In Chapter Two, the songs dealing
primarily with ideas about the home, seem In direct contrast with those songs of
Chapter Three, the road songs. Similarly, the songs of Chapter Four, the faith
songs, are at odds with the honky-tonk songs of Chapter Five. Finally, the ideas
of humor, cheating, and patriotism presented In Chapter Six all add to the
interesting mix of ideas about the South that listeners can find within the country
music canon. All of these different ideas about the South, however contrary, do
not detract from the accuracy of the picture of the South presented by the music
as a whole. Rather, each different type of song describes a different type of
Southerner or a different aspect of Southern culture, though not necessarily
every aspect or type of person. The South is not entirely populated by people
who hold their homeland reverent and dear, nor is every Southerner ready to flee
her home at the first opportunity. Not every Southerner is humorous and many
Southerners are faithful to their spouses. None of the images are any less real or
valid simply because they are not in agreement with other images In other songs.
Instead, they are more valid as they serve to create a more complete picture of
Southern life because of their contradictions.
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Country songs allow listeners, if only for a very short time, to experience
and be a part of the slow rural life depicted in their lyrics or to identify with the
working man who feels underpaid and under-appreciated. Autobiographical of
the artists or not, country songs often allow listeners an escape from their own
lives or validation of their frustrations. The music is able to speak to people on a
personal level because It expresses the plight of the common man. Country
music addresses universal Issues, but It does so largely through the perspective
of the rural working class Southerner. The message of country music is not that
all Southerners are all of the things presented in the songs. Taken as a whole,
country music presents the Idea that Southerners are quite a varied group of
people. They can fall into any economic, racial, or social class, or they can defy
all forms of classification. The South of country music Is not a cohesive,
monotonous South. It is, perhaps, a South much closer to the real South, with
people who often contradict each other and themselves, but who together form a
culture unique to the region, a culture into which country music provides its









Song: Sweet Southern Comfort
Album: Buddy Jewell, 2003
Misty sunrise in my hometown,
Rows of cotton bout knee high,
Mrs. Baker down the dirt road.
Still got clothes out on the line.
Erwin Nichols there with Judge Lee,
Playin checkers at the gin.
When I dream about the Southland,
This is where it all begins
From Carolina down to Georgia,
Smell the jasmine and magnollia,
Sleepy Sweet home Alabama,
Roll tide roll.
Muddy water, Misssissippi,
Blessed Graceland whispers to me.
Carry on. Carry on.
Sweet Southern Comfort carry on.
Catchin catfish on the river,
Chasin fireflies by the creek,
Kissin Debbie Williams sister,
On the porch Homecommin week.
With rusty cars and weeping willows,
Keepin watch out in the yard.
Just a snapshot of downhome Dixie,
Could be anywhere you are,
In Carolina or in Georgia,
Open arms are waitin for ya,
Louisiana yellow rose of San Antone,
Arkansas, Mississippi,
Old man river whispers to me.
Carry on, Carry on.
Sweet Southern Comfort carry on.
As I sit here I'm surrounded.
By these priceless memories,
I don't have to think about it.
There's no place I'd rather be,
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In Carolina or in Georgia,
Smell the jasmine and magnollia,
Sleepy Sweet home Alabama,
Roll tide roll,
Muddy water, Misssissippi,
Blessed Graceland whispers to me,
Carry on. Carry on,
Sweet Southern Comfort,
Carry on, Carry on,





Album: My Town, 2002
There's a "For Sale" sign on a big old rusty tractor.
You can't miss it, it's the first thing that you see.
Just up the road, a pale-blue water tower,
With "I Love Jenny" painted in bright green.
Hey, that's my Uncle Bill, there by the courthouse.
He'll be lowerin' the flag when the sun goes down.
And this is my town.
(Na, na, na, na, na.)
Yeah, this is my town.
(Na, na, na, na, na.)
Hey!
Where I was born, where I was raised.
Where I keep all my yesterdays.
Where I ran off 'cos I got mad,
An' It came to blows with my old man.
Where I came back to settle down.
It's where they'll put me In the ground:
This is my town.
(Na, na, na, na, na.)
Yeah, this is my town.
(Na, na, na, na, na.)
My town.
There ain't much goin' on here since they closed the mill.
But that whistle still blows ev'ry day at noon.
A bunch of us still go down to the diner.
I wonder if that interstate's still cornin' through.
Come Sunday morning service, at the Church of Christ,
Well there ain't an empty seat to be found.
And this is my town.
(Na, na, na, na, na.)
Yeah, this Is my town.
(Na, na, na, na, na.)
Where I was born, where I was raised.
Where I keep all my yesterdays.
Where I ran off 'cos I got mad.
An' It came to blows with my old man.
Where I came back to settle down.
It's where they'll put me in the ground:
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This is my town.
(Na, na, na, na, na.)
Yeah, this is my town.
(Na, na, na, na, na.)
My town.
Well, I bought and painted up that rusty tractor.
You can't miss it, it's sittin' right there in our yard.
The County came and took that water tower,
And that's Jenny, with a baby, in the car.
Ah, we're off to Sunday service at the Church of Christ,
And if we want a seat, we better leave right now.
And maybe later, me an old T-roy will show you around,
Our town.
(Na, na, na, na, na.)
Yeah, this is my town.
(Na, na, na, na, na.)
Yeah, where I was bom, where I was raised.
Where I keep all my yesterdays.
Where I ran off 'cos I got mad.
An' it came to blows with my old man.
Where I came back to settle down.
It's where they'll put me in the ground:
This is my town.
(Na, na, na, na, na.)
Yeah, this is my town.
(Na, na, na, na, na.)
This is my town.





Album: Jason Aldean, 2005
You like the way that sounds?
Little Jimmy Jackson is jackin’ up his Bronco
He’s gonna lay a little rubber later on at the truck pull
All the girls are getting’ pretty sprayin’ on the White Rain
Yeah they’re gonna get a rowdy tonight down at the football game
Yeah
(Chorus:)
We let it rip when we got the money
Let it roll if we got the gas
It gets wild yeah but that’s the way we get down
In a Hicktown
Well you can see the neighbors butt crack nailing on his shingles
And his woman’s’ smokin’ Pall Mali’s watchin’ Laura Ingles
And Granny’s getting’ lit she’s headin’ out to bingo
Yeah my buddies and me are goin’ muddin’ down on Blue Hole Road
You know You know
(Chorus:)
We let it rip when we got the money
Let it roll if we got the gas
It gets wild yeah but that’s the way we get down
In a Hicktown
(Bridge)
We hear folks in the city party in Martini Bars
And they like to show off In their fancy foreign cars
Out here In the boondocks we buy beer at Amoco
And crank our Kraco speakers with that country radio
(Chorus:)
We let it rip when we got the money
Let It roll If we got the gas
It gets wild yeah but that’s the way we get down
Oh Oh We let It rip when we got the money
Let It roll If we got the gas




It’s the way we get down
In a Hicktown











Album; Twice the Speed of Life, 2004
They say in this town, stars stay up ail night,
Well, I don’t know, can’t see ‘enn for the glow of the neon lights.
An' it's a long way from here to the place where the home fires bum.
Well it's two thousand miles and one left turn.
Dear Mom and Dad,
Please send money: I’m so broke that It ain’t funny.
Well, I don't need much; just enough to get me through.
'Please don’t worry ’cause I'm all right,
Tm playin’ here at the bar tonight.
'Well, this time. I’m gonna make our dreams come true.
'Well, I love you more than anything in the world,
'Love,
'Your baby girl."
Black jack, blue sky: big town full of little white lies.
Well, everybody’s your friend: you can never be sure.
They'll promise fancy cars an' diamond rings, an' all sorts of shiny things.
But, girl, you’ll remember what your knees are for.
Dear Mom and Dad,
Please send money: I’m so broke that it ain’t funny.
Well, I don't need much; just enough to get me through.
'Please don’t worry 'cause I'm all right,
'See, I’m playin’ here at the bar tonight.
'Well, this time, I’m gonna make our dreams come true.
'Well, I love you more than anything in the world,
'Love,
'Your baby girl."
I know that I’m on my way.
Well, I can tell every time I play.
An’ I know it’s worth all the dues I pay.
When I can write to you and say:
Dear Mom and Dad,
"I’ll send money. I’m so rich that it ain’t funny.
'Well it oughtta be more than enough to get you through.
'Please don’t worry 'cause I’m all right,
'See, I’m stayin’ here at the Ritz tonight
'Whaddya know, we made our dreams come true.
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'An' there are fancy cars an' diamond rings,
'But you know that they don't mean a thing.
'Well, they all add up to nothin' compared to you.
'Well, remember me in ribbons an' curls.





("Dear Mom and Dad,
("Please send money: I’m so broke that it ain’t funny.)
("Don't need much; just enough to get me through.)
Your baby girl.
("Please don’t worry 'cause I'm all right,





Song: Lot of Leavin' Left To Do
Album: Modern Day Drifter, 2005
These old boots still got a lot of ground
they ain’t covered yet
There’s at least another million miles
under these old bus treads
So If you think I’m gonna settle down
I've got news for you
I still got a lot of leavin’ left to do
And as long as there’s a song
Left in this old guitar
This life I’m bound to lead
Ain’t for the faint of heart
So you won’t fall for me
if you know what’s good for you
‘cause I still got a lot of leavin’ left to do
I guess the Lord made me hard to handle
So lovin’ me might be a long shot gamble
So before you go and turn me on
Be sure that you can turn me loose
‘cause I still got a lot of leavin’ left to do
Girl, you look like you might be an angel
So I won’t lie
I could love you like the devil
if you wanted me to tonight
And we could talk about forever for a day or two
But I still got a lot of leavin’ left to do
I guess the Lord made me hard to handle
So lovin’ me might be a long shot gamble
So before you go and turn me on
Be sure that you can turn me loose
‘cause I still got a lot of leavin’ left to do
Yeah, I still got a leavin’ left to do
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Artist/Band: Rascal Flatts
Song: I'm Movin' On
Album: Rascal Flatts, 2000
I've dealt with my ghosts and faced all my demons
Finally content with a past I regret
I’ve found you find strength in your moments of weakness
For once I’m at peace with myself
I’ve been burdened with blame, trapped in the past for too long
I’m movin’ on
I’ve lived in this place and I know all the faces
Each one is different but they’re always the same
They mean no harm but it’s time that I face it
They’ll never allow me to change
But I never dreamed home would end up where I don’t belong
I’m movin’ on
I’m movin’ on
At last I can see life has been patiently waiting for me
And I know there’s no guarantee’s, but I’m not alone
There comes a time in everyone’s life
When all you can see are the years passing by
And I have made up my mind that those days are gone
I sold what I could and packed what I couldn’t
Stopped to fill up on my way out of town
I’ve loved like I should but lived like
I shouldn’t
I had to lose everything to find out






Song; Jesus, Take the Wheel
Album: Some Hearts, 2005
She was driving last Friday on her way to Cincinnati
On a snow white Christmas Eve
Going home to see her Mama and her Daddy with the baby in the backseat
Fifty miles to go and she was running low on faith and gasoline
It been a long hard year
She had a lot on her mind and she didn't pay attention
She was going way to fast
Before she knew it she was spinning on a thin black sheet of glass
She saw both their lives flash before her eyes
She didn't even have time to cry
She was sooo scared
She threw her hands up in the air
Jesus take the wheel
Take it from my hands
Cause I can't do this ali on my own
I'm letting go
So give me one more chance
To save me from this road I'm on
Jesus take the wheel
It was still getting colder when she made it to the shoulder
And the car came to a stop
She cried when she saw that baby in the backseat sleeping like a rock
And for the first time in a long time
She bowed her head to pray
She said I'm sorry for the way
I've been living my life
I know I’ve got to change
So from now on tonight
(Chorus)
Oh, Jesus take the wheel
Oh, I'm letting go
So give me one more chance
Save me from this road I'm on
From this road I'm on
Jesus take the wheel




Song; That’s What I Love About Sunday
Album; My Kind of Livin’, 2005
Raymond's in his Sunday best,
He’s usually up to his chest in oil an' grease.
There's the Martin’s walkin' in.
With that mean little freckle-faced kid,
Who broke a window last week.
Sweet Miss Betty likes to sing off key in the pew behind me.
That's what I love about Sunday:
Sing along as the choir sways;
Every verse of Amazin' Grace,
An' then we shake the Preacher's hand.
Go home, into your blue jeans;
Have some chicken an' some baked beans.
Pick a back yard football team,
Nothin’ much of anything:
That’s what I love about Sunday.
I stroll to the end of the drive,
Pick up the Sunday Times, grab my coffee cup.
It looks like Sally an’ Ron, finally tied the knot,
Well, it’s about time.
It’s 35 cents off a ground round.
Baby, cut that coupon out!
That’s what I love about Sunday:
Cat-napping on the porch swing;
You curled up next to me.
The smell of jasmine wakes us up.
Take a walk down a back road,
Tackle box and a cane pole;
Carve our names In that white oak,
An’ steal a kiss as the sun fades.
That’s what I love about Sunday,
Oh, yeah.
Ooh, new believers gettin’ baptized,
Momma's hands raised up high.
Havin’ a Hallelujah good time
A smile on everybody’s face.






















Artist/Band: Paisley Brad featuring Dolly Parton
Song; When I Get Where I'm Going
Album: Time Well Wasted, 2005
When I get where I'm going
On the far side of the sky
The first thing that I'm gonna do
Is spread my wings and fly I
I'm gonna land beside a lion
And run my fingers through his mane
Or I might find out what ifs like




Yeah when I get where I'm going
There'll be only happy tears
I will shed the sins and struggles
I have carried all these years
And I'll leave my heart wide open
I will love and have no fear
Yeah when I get where I'm going
Don't cry for me down here
I'
I'm gonna walk with my grand daddy
And he'll match me step for step
And I'll tell him how I missed him
Every minute since he left




So much pain and so much darkness
In this world we stumble through
All these questions I can't answer
So much work to do
But when I get where I'm going
And I see my Maker's face
I'll stand forever In the light
Of His amazing grace
Yeah when I get where I'm going
There'll be only happy tears
Hallelujah
I will love and have no fear
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When I get where I'm going




Album: Honkytonk University, 2005
My grandmother owned a night club
On the Arkansas-Oklahoma line
Mama put me on a Greyhound
And I went to stay with her in the summertime
I'd box up those empty long-necks
And stack 'em in the back and make a ham
Then at night she'd let me sneak out
Of the kitchen and let me sit in with the band
Yes, I have sacked some quarterbacks
And broke my share of bones along the way
I knew It wouldn't last forever
Semi-pro always means semi-paid
I started climbing drilling rigs
I'm oil field trash and proud as I can be, yeah
Then I took my songs and guitar
And sang 'em for a man from Tennessee
(Chorus)
I've played every beer joint tavern
From New York City out to Pasadena
Every corn dog fair and rodeo
And sold out every basketball arena
Like to get down with my boys
In Afghanistan and Baghdad City too
I am a red, white and blue blood
Graduate of Honky Tonk U
A star can't burn forever
And the brightest ones will someday lose their shine
But the glass won't ever be
Half empty in my optimistic mind
I'll still have a song to sing
And a band to turn it up and play It loud
As long as there's a bar room




Song: Get Drunk And Be Somebody
Album; White Trash With Money, 2005
Yeah the big boss man, he likes to crack that whip
I ain't nothing but a number on his timecard slip,
I give him 40 hours and a piece of my soul.
Puts me somewhere at the bottom of his totem pole.
Hell I don't even think he knows my name...
Well all week long I'm a real nobody.
But I just punched out and its paycheck Friday,
Weekend’s here, good God almighty.
I'm going to get drunk and be somebody
Yeah, yeah, yeah...
My baby cuts hair at a beauty boutique.
Just blowin' and goin' till she dead on her feet.
They walk right in and sit right down.
She gives them what they want and then she spins them around.
Hey I don't think they even know her name...
All week long she's a real nobody,
but I just picked her up and its paycheck Friday,
Weekend’s here, good God almighty.
Baby lets get drunk and be somebody
Yeah, yeah, yeah...
Well just average people, in an everyday bar,
driving from work in our ordinary cars,
and I like to come here with the regular Joes,
drink all you want, be the star of the star
of the show
All week long bunch of real nobodles,
but we just punched out and Its paycheck Friday,
Weekend’s here, good God almighty.
People lets get drunk (lets get drunk!)
All week long we're some real nobodies,
but we just punched out and Its paycheck Friday,
Weekend’s here, good God almighty.




Song: Ten Rounds With Jose Cuervo
Album; Ten Rounds, 2003
I walked in and the band just started
the singer couldn't care a tune in a bucket
Was on a mission to drown her memory but
I thought no way with ail this ruckus
But after one round with Jose Cuervo
I caught my boots tapping along with the beat
And After two rounds with Jose Cuervo
The band was sounding pretty dam good to me
Then some stranger asked me to dance
and I revealed to her my two left feet
Said "Don't get me wrong, I’m glad you asked,
But tonight's about beating an old memory
Then after Three rounds with Jose Cuervo
I  let her lead me out on the floor
And after Four rounds with Jose Cuervo
I was showing off moves never seen before
Well, round five or round six
I forgot what I came to forget
After Round seven. Or was it eight?
I bought a round for the whole dang place
And after nine rounds with Jose Cuervo
They were counting me out and I was about to give in
Then after ten rounds with Jose Cuervo
I  lost count and started counting again
One round with Jose Cuervo




Song: Where The Stars And Stripes And Eagle Fly
Album: Stars and Stripes, 2002
Well if you ask me where I come from
Here's what I tell everyone
I was born by God's dear grace
In an extraordinary place
Where the stars and stripes and the eagle fly
It's a big 'ol land with countless dreams
Happiness ain't out of reach
Hard work pays off the way it should
Yeah, I've seen enough to know that we've got it good
Where the stars and stripes and the eagle fly
There's a lady that stands in a harbor
For what we believe
And there's a bell that still echoes
The price that it cost to be free
I pledge allegiance to this flag
And if that bothers you, well that's too bad
But If you got pride and you're proud you do
Hey, we could use some more like me and you
Where the stars and stripes and the eagle fly
Yes there's a lady that stands in a harbor
For what we believe
And there's a bell that still echoes
The price that it cost to be free
No, it ain't the only place on earth
But it's the only place that I prefer
To love my wife and raise my kids
Hey, the same way that my daddy did
Where the stars and stripes and the eagle fly
Where the stars and stripes and the eagle...fly




Album: Real Fine Place, 2005
You say your every day
Is a bad dream that keeps repeatin'
Maybe you should've thought about that
When you were cheatin'
How do you like that furnished room
The bed, the chair, the table
The TV picture comes and goes
Too bad you don't have cable
How do you like that paper plate
And those pork 'n' beans you're eatin'
Maybe you should've thought about that
When you were cheatin'
How do you like that beat-up car
I think it's fair we traded
Your pick-up truck is running fine
It’s a cozy ride for datin'
Yes, I've been out a time or two
And found the comfort I've been needin'
Maybe you should've thought about that
When you were cheatin'
You made your bed and you're out of mine
You lie awake and I sleep just fine
You've done your sowing
Now you can do your reaping
Maybe you should've thought about that
When you were cheatin'
What became of what's-her-name
After she spent all your money
Did she leave you like you left me
Sometimes life is funny
But I'll be glad to take you back
Just as soon as I stop breathing
Maybe you should've thought about that (three times)
When you were cheatin' (twice)
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